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This report records the proceedings of a sympositm held at the Royal
Aircraft Establishment to provide a comprohensi-e survey of the rain
erosion. of materials in high speed flight.

The report comprises papers covering meteorological aspects, flight
and simulated tests, electrical requirements, fab:'ication techniques,
application of protective systems and experimental results on specific
materials.
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is included.
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I ITlIUCm ON i- -

With current high speed air.craft the severity of erosion by rain of
forward-facing non-metallic materials has become a serious problem. A few
minutes at 400 m.p.h. in slight rain (say 0.2 in./h) can cause dangerous
structural damage to a glass fibre/resin nose radome.

Protective finishes and techniques have been developed to minimise the
damage but because of the lack of critical information on many aspects of
the problem, both theoretical and practical, it was agreed that a symposium
covering a wide range of topics vuld be beneficial to all concerned with
this problem. To facilitate a full discussion of all knowa problems,
arrangements were made for the presentation of classified military
information.

Representatives of Industry and the Services concerned with rain
erosion attended the Symposium, the nwnber being limited only by the
seating oapacity of the R.A.E. Main Conference Room. Dr. F. E. Jones

DDRAE(E) opened the meeting and Dr. N. J. L. Megson, Head of Chemistry
Department, R.A.E. acted as Chairman during the proceedings.

Papers covering many aspects of rain erosion were presented and
these p apers, together with the discussions which follved, form the basis
of this report. Some authors found that they had insufficient time to
present the, Ykhole of their papers and these omissions have been included.
References are given separately at the end of each paper.

During the lunch interval the R.A.E. virling arm test rig, vvhich is
described in Section 5, was demonstrated at 500 m.p.h. and I inch per hour
rain.

2 TuTRODUCTORY R1MAjKS BY DR, F. E, JO S DDRAE(E)

Problems of rain -erosion in flight are looming so great at the
present time that they are becoming the holding items on a number of
developments on the Military side. These problems arise mainly due to
gaps in our basic knowledge of the mechanism of rain erosion and our
comparative lack of knowledge of materials likely to prove useful in
standing up to the impact of rain under the various flight conditions.

We are hoping that as a result of the papers and ensuing discussions
vhich make up this Symposium we shall get a clearer picture of the state
of our present knowledge, .the problems most urgently before us in the
future and some ideas on how best these problems might be solved.

I suppose the item of most immediate interest is the radome and I
would say that we have hardly touched on this as far as high speed air-
craft flight or guided weapons are concerned. Sometime during the day
we shall be hearing of problems of desiging radomes fbr supersonic flight
conditions and there is little doubt, even from the scanty evidence now
available, that the discovery of radar and. infra-red transparent materials
vd-iich vdill withstand both rain impact and high temperature is a neccssity
for future progress.

3 lTEOROLOGICAL ASPECTS OF RAIN EROSION CONTRIBUTED BY METOROLCGICAL
CWICE, AIR MINISTRY AM PRESN BY 1R. R. J. K&JB0ATROYiJ,
LTEOROLOGIAL RESARCH FLIGHT, R.A,E.

General Remarks

It should be emphasised at the outset that data regarding drop-size
distribution in rain are exctremely scanty and are at present entirely

-5-
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derived fran observations made on the ground. Observations have been made
using various techniques at a few places in England and, among other
countries, in Canada and America, but all the observations are laborious
to make and this has limited the data, In England the observations have
been made by exposing a filter paper dusted with, Ihodamine-G dye to rain-
fall for a sufficient time to enable a reasonable number of drops to be
caught. The size of the stain on the paper caused by a single drop can
be used as a measure of its size. Obviously the time of exposure depends
on the rate of rainfall and in the heavy rain associated with thundery
conditions, may only be a few secondos. From laboratory exeriments the
terminal velocities of rain drops as a function of their size has been
measured, and by using these values it is possible to obtain the volluoe
distribution of raindrops from the measured distribution received on the
ground. Although other techniques have also been used for measuring drop-
size distribution on the ground there has, as yet, been devised no satis-
factory method of measuring these distributions in the free air. Some
qualitative assessm;ent of the way these distributions may vary with height
can be made from thieoretical considerations and fram experience of the
distribution of echo intensity in the vertical of the radar echoes from
precipitation, using radar operating on wavelengths of 3 an or 10 an.

In the sections which follow an attempt has been made to answer
the specific questions put to the Meteorological Office. The answers
will be given with an apparent precision which the operational data
available do not warrant, and it should be borne in mind that the figuxres
quoted are subject to a large degree of uncertainty which, however, is
unlikely to be resolved in the near future.

Sub-division of rates of rainfall and proposed names for each category

The following sub-divisions in rates of rainfall were suggested to the
Meteorological Office with a request for proposals for a suitable nomen-
clature.

Range No. Rate of Rainfall (in./h)

1 0-0.1
2 0.1 - 0.5
3 0.5- 1.0
4 1.0 - 2.0
5 >2.0

Continuous rainfall (lasting, for example, for an hour or more) at rates
greater than 0.5 in./h, or. even as high as 0.5 in./h, is rare in temp-
erate climates, and the higher rates are likely only to be encountered in
showery and thunderstorm conditions. Rates of continuous rainfall greater
than about 0.15 in./h are classified as "heavy" in temperate climates so
that it is clear that the nomenclature used for continuous rains is inappro-
priate to the ranges quoted above. These ranges are howev r not greatly
different frow those used in classifying shower intensities up to 2.0 in./h,
and using these classifications we have:

Range No. Rate of Rainfall (in.h) Classification

1 0 - 0.1 Slight
2 0.1 - 0.5 Moderate
3 0.5 - 1.0 Heavy
4 1.0 - 2.0 Violent

A further category of "torrential" is suggested for Range No.5 for rates
of rainfall greater than 2.0 in.iA.

-6-
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Median volume diameter of raindrops normally encountered in
various ranges

Best 2 has discussed the drop-size distribution in rain as measured on
the ground at various localities and obtained the following empirical
formulae:

a ARP (2)

Nlhen F is the fraction of liquid water in the air comprised of drops
having a diameter less than x and. R is the rate of rainfall. A, p, n
are empirical constants.

From (1) we have

050 = 0.691/.a

= 0.691/. using (2) (3)

where D5O is the value of drop diameter x such that 50 per cent of the
water comprised. by the drops occurs with drops having diameters less than
Do. Mean values of n, A, p found by Best, based. on obsexvations at six
different localities are 2.25, 1.30 and. 0.232 respectively. Substituting
in (3) we have:

D50  = 1.10 R0 , 23 2

A graph of D50 against R is shovn in Fig.1 wh-iich also shows the
rainfall rate ranges I to 5 and. from hich we obtain the following values
of D50 according to rainfall range.

Rainfall range Range of D l(aM)

1 0 - 1.35
2 1.35 - 1.97
3 1.97 - 2.35
4 2.35 - 2.75
5 about 3

It is stressed. again that these are based on mean results and individual

rain experiences may differ considerably.

The numbers of drops of different sizes

Jones 3 by considering 147 drop-size distributions obtained at four
locations in the southern half of England. has showm that the number of
drops N8D per unit volumae of diameter between D and D+ 8D is related to
the diameter D by a relation of the form:

N = k e- aD for drop diameters greater than about I mam.

The relationship, of course, is an average one and. individual distributions
may depart widely from this curve. A Vinilar relationship has been shown
to hold. for measurements made in Canada .

-7-
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In the above equation k and a are constants for a particular rain-
fall but vary with the rate of rainfall R according to the following
expressions:

k , 8934 (4)
Ro.21inh (R 2 1)

R
0 , 21

when R is measured in m!h, D in nn, and N is no. per m3 .

L Marshall and Palmer gave the following values for k and a:

k : 7943

R0.21

The number N1 of drops of diameter greater than I mm is then given by

N = ke" aD CD

e- a

The number N2 of drops of diameter greater than 2 nn is

N2 = e- 2 a etc.

Using the values of k and a given by (4) and (5) above wTe obtain the
distributions shown in Table I for various rates of rainfallj the bracketted
values are those obtained using values for k and a given by Marshall and
Palmer. The figures are not extended for diameters above 6 mm since there
is evidence that drops of diameter greater than about 6.5 nmn become unstable
and break up. Attention is called to the great extrapolation used from the
known data to obtain. distributions at rainfall rates as high as 100 m/h
(4 in./h).

/Table

-8-
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TABL I

No. of drps per m3 of diameter greater than D
for various rates of rainfall

D (m
____ ) ___ 2 5nn ___ ___ _

2 72 2.3 0.07 0.002
(0.08 in./h) (65) (1.9) (0,O5) .(Q.002),

5 166 9.6 0.6 0.032 0.002
(0.20 in.A') (146) (7-8) (0.) (0.023) (0.001)

1 10 289 25 2.1 O.177 0.015 0.0013
(0.4Oin./h) (251) (2e) (1.6) (0.127) (0.010) (0.0008)

25 560 71 9.7 1.27 0.17 0.022
(1.0 in./h) (480) (60.0) (7.2) (0.83) (0.11) (0.01)

50 844 i45 25.0 4.30 0.74 0.127
(2 in./h) (728) (120) (1'9.9) (3.28) (0.54) (0.090)

100 1253 27. , 59.9 1.11 2,87 '0.627
(4"in./h) (1071) (225) (47. ) (9.98)-(2.10) (0.442)

Variation of drop-size distribution with height

Because of the lack of data cn dtop-size distributions above the
ground iv is impossible to do other than speculate on the way in which
these distributions will vary with height. Many factors may operate to
cause a change, the more important of which may be coalescence of drops of
different sizes owing to their different rates of fall, particulaxly vAion..
the cfrops already of raindrop size fall through a layer of cloud comprised
of numerous small droplets, and evaporation in the space between cloud base-
a the ground. Both these factors operate in such a way as to cause a
shift in medians of the drop-size spectrun in the direction of larger
diameters as the raindrops fall from the freezing level to the ground. An
attempt to express this quantitatively has been made by Mason and
Ramanadham5 and the possibility that the number of larger drops may be
increased by a factor of 5 or more between the freezing level and the
ground is indicated at a rainfall rate of 3 mm/h.

In steady rain, therefore, in which the raindrops originate from the'
melting of snow at the 0°C isotherm, it would be expected that the median
volume diameter and the frequency of occurrence of large drops would.
decrease with height, wile above the 000 isotherm most of the precipita-
tion will be in the form of snow. In tomeorate climates this statement
is probably true for the ranges (I) and (2) already mentioned and may
possibly be true in the monsoon areas of India and Buna for part of
range (3).

The greater rates of rainfall, however, in all parts of the world
i.e. ranges (3), (4) and, (5) and possibly also in temperate regions the

-9-
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higher rates of rainfall of range (2) (with the possible exception of the
monsoon regions already referred to) are almost certainly associated with
rainfall of cumulonimbus origin. In some parts of the world where oro-
graphic features particularly favour it (e.g. mountain ranges) or where
convergence of different air currents, (e.g. the inter-tropical convergence
zone) takes place the cunulonimbus activity may be widespread and. give the
appearance of continuous rain, but elsewhere the rainfall of cumulonimbus
origin will be localised. In this type of rainfall water drops may be
carried up in the supercooled state to heights well above the freezing
level, and it is probable that large drops may be encountered at these
heights. Radar evidence supports this yiew in that the radar echo
intensity, which is proportional to E NDO, is often almost constant with
height over a large interval of height which may extend well above the
freezing level. There is evidence to suggest that some large drops may
be found at least to the level of the -4000 isotherm and that large
precipitation particles (either solid or liquid) would be encountered on
occasions even up to the tropopause. Theoretical considerations suggest
that there will be a decrease in the nunber of the largest drops with
height so that, as in continuous rain, the moa an volume diameter will,
on the average, decrease with height. The structure of the cumulonimbus
cloud is, however, ever-changing and the turbulence and magnitude of the
up and down currents are such that a single travserse of such a cloud may
encounter drop-size distributions differing widely with distance and
changing rapidly vth time. All that can usefully be said is that it
should not be assumed that large drops will not be encountered at any
height in a cumulonimbus cloud.

The most violent. cumulonimbus clouds, usually thunderstorms,
frequently extend to the tropopause so that a chart of mean tropopause
height, (Fig. 2) in various parts of the world will give an indication of
the heights at which large drops or solid particles may be found associated
with the higher rates of rainfall.

Similarly a chart of mean freezing level heights will give the
heights to which raindrops may be encountered in the gentler continuous
rains of ranges (I) and (2). (Fig.4.).

Since there is some laboratory evidence that liquid water will not
occur in the atmosphere at temperatures below -400 C a chart of the heij.ht
of this isotherm for April is shown in Fig.3.

Horizontal extent of rainfall of various intensities

(a) Range 1 (0 to 0.1 in./h)

Rain areas associated with these low rates of rainfall are often
very extensive and belts of rain, associated with fronts, 500-1000 miles
long and up to 200 miles wide in their broadest part are quite common.
In more extreme cases these belts may be as much as 4000 miles in length.

When conditions of wind direction and convection are suitable,
rainfall, of orographic origin, may extend along the entire length of the
windward side of a mountain chain, e.g. the Norwegian and British Atlantic
coasts, the Alps, Pacific coasts of U.S.A. and Canada and especially the
mountain chains of Asia in the Indian monsoon. The breadth of such
orographic rain is rarely more than 150 miles to windward of the mountain
crests and is usually very much less.

- 10-
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(b) Rang (0.1 to 0.5 in./h)

In extra-tropical latitudes it is estimated that the extent of rain-
fall in this range is unlikely to excecd about 150 miles, and perhaps
100-120 miles north of 60°N. It is thought, however, that occasions Vhen
the horizontal extent was 100-150 miles would be fairly numerous.

For tropical latitudes see under Range 3 below..

(c) Range 3 (0.5 to 1.0 in./h)

Rainfall of this intensity is almost always associated with convective
type clouds giving rise to showers and thunderstorms. Individual clouds
of this type are rarely more than 10 miles across but conditions may arise
in which the clouds are so close together that, to an aircraft, the gaps
between may be insignificant. Such conditions may occur along a trough
of low pressure (often accompanied by a cold front and along a mountain
barrier. In the former case a belt of rain of this intensity may be
100 to 300 miles long, although its width would be unlikely to exceed about
10 miles. In the latter case the most outstanding orographic effect is in
the most intense phase of the tropical summer monsoon, when rainfall of
this intensity may be occurring virtually everywhere along the southern and
western slopes of the Himalayas and Yunnan Highlands for a length of
1500 miles or more. In western India and west Africa also monsoon rains,
probably of this intensity, may occur over areas 700 miles across.

Heavy rain, perhaps over an area 200 miles across, would also be

expected Nith tropical hurricanes.

(d) Ranges + and 5 (over i in./h)

Rainfall of this intensity is thought to be limited everyv-iere to
one or two neighbouring convection cells, and is unlikely to be found in
an area exceeding 10-20 miles across at any time. It should be emphasised,
however, that rainfall of this intensity does occur even in the British
Isles in association with heavy showers or thunderstorms, although its
horizontal extent may often be very small.

Hail

Hail occurs only with convection type clouds - especially thunder-
storms - and its occurrence and horizontal extent would. therefore be
similar to those for rainfalls of Ranges 3-5. . Judging from experience
of aircraft traversing thunderstorm clouds, however, the horizontal extent
of the hail area within such clouds may often be substanti ally less than
that of the heavy rain area and will often not exceed i mile in diameter.

While the maximum size of raindrops is limited to about 6.5 mm,
since drops of greater diameter would break up on falling through the air,
this does not, of course, apply to the size of hailstones. In extreme
conditions, with vertical currents of high upward speed and large water
content, hailstone diameters greater than 5 an have been reported. In
thunderstorms in the British Isles stone diameters of 5-10 mm may occur
quite frequently.
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3.1 Discussion

Mr. L. K. C. Legg, Short Bros. & Harland Ltd.

I wonder if Mr. Murgatroyd could tell us if there is any vast effect
arising from wind, especially gales, on the droplet size, and whether that
would make the situation worse or better?

Mr. R. J. Murgatroyd

I do not think there is any great effect to be expected from winds
at all, as the terminal velocity of the drops is very small compared with
that of the aircraft.. The only effect the wind can have is wind shearp
which can decrease the height of the cloud belt but it is a very small
effect.

Prof. G. F. J. Temple, Oxford University

Mr. ?urgatroyd said that most of these observations were made on the
ground: on the other hand we know that the radius of the drops changes as
they are falling. Would he indicat e what corrections and the amount of
corrections which would have to be made?

Mr. Murgatroyd

The only information we have is that quoted by Mason5 who took a
distribution of droplets in a cloud and a certain population of cloud
droplets. He considered the biggest ones falling and sweeping up the
small cloud droplets as they fell. They also swept up the small droplets
that they caught t with. They got to the base of the cloud and then he
considered the evaporation of each size of droplet, the evaporation effect
being bigger on the smaller droplet, to get his distribution on the ground.
The big ones on the ground were increased by a factor of 5 compared with
what they were at the freezing level. However, if you take cumulo-nimlbus
clouds with heavy vertical currents you would expect all the droplets to
be quite large in the cloud as well as at ground level.
4 FLIGHT TEST WORK CONCERNING RAIN EROSION

F. J. BIGG, MECHANICAL MINMUNG DEPARTMnT, R.A.E.

The purpose of flight testing

The three main purposes of flight test work are to provide:-

(i) a comparison between the erosion obtained by ground. testing
and real atmospheric conitions,

E12T
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(ii) a ccmparison between several different materials under identical
real conditions,

(iii) full scale test facilities; such as the effect of large radii
of curvature, sweepback and other variables not reproducible on rigs.

The development of materials can best be done by controlled compara-
tive tests on ground rigs, but flight tests are essential in order to
correlate the erosion obtained by ground tests with that which actually
occurs under flight conditions.

In addition the flight work extends the size range of the tests from the
maximum radius of curvature of approximnately one inch, set at present by
the ground equipment, to the twelve inches or more of the nose radome.

Method of test, and recording equipment

The parameters associated with rain erosion are airspeed, the time
in rain and the size and cbncentration of the raindrops. In flight work
the -pilot can determine the speed and the time, but some means must be
devised to record the size and concentration, since the pilot's impression
of the rain he has flown through, e.g. light, moderate or heavy, depends
upon his experience of this type of work and although this is a useful
guide it cannot be used for comparative assessments. For example what is
commonly called heavy rain in Britain vould be considered light or moderate
rain in Singapore. It is also difficult to differentiate between hail and
rain.

The size of raindrops can be measured in flight by the sooted slide
technique. In this method a 2 inch square wire gauze approximately 40 mesh
to the inch, is sooted with paraffin smoke and is exposed to the rain for
a sh6rt time in flight. The raindrops strike the gauze and jtmov- the soot
as they pass through it. Unfortunately this method cannot be used at high
speed since airflows above 200 m.p.h. remove the soot. There are numerous
vrater concentration meters in use for low speed work and these also would
fail at high speed with large droplets.

The size of raindrops can be measured on the ground by the sooted
slide technique or by the stains produced on :filter paper dusted with
Rhodamine dye, and in addi.ion the rate of rainfall can be recorded by
special rain gauges. Hence one solution to their measurement in erosion
flight tests would be to make these measurements on the ground whilst the
aircraft flies overhead. This has been tried but was found to be
unsatisfactory because of the vagaries of the weather. The testing is
limited to the airfield so that other flying is interfered ith, particu-
larly while the aircraft makes high speed runs. In this country heavy
rain appears to fall over a limited area usually away from the ground
measuring instrument.

The development of a flight instrument is therefore proceeding for
recording the size and number of droplets striking a forward facing area
of the aircraft. The apparatus consists of an electrically driven drum
6 inches in diameter situated close to a 2 inch diameter hole in the nose
of an aircraft. A metal section on the surface of the druin seals off the
hole in the nose for take-off and larding, its position being indicated to
the pilot by a light in the cockpit. Before flight work can proceed it
is essential to make these measurements on the aircraft. The obvious
place to measure isin the nose of the fuselage. A Meteor has been allocated
for rain work.

- 13 -
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For test purposes a recording surface such as wax, wax paperp typing
paper or a thin metal foil is wrapped round the drum and. secured to it.
In flight when the aircraft enters rain the drum is slowly rotated so that
each raindrop that strikes the surface can make a mark. A calibration of
the size of mark given by a known size raindrop at a given airspeed on the
recording medium can be obtained using the compressed air gun techniquel.
From this calibration the size and number of drops striking the nose area
can be made from the drum record.

From a selection of the best type of marking medium it is hoped to
develop a continuous strip recording instrument so that many traverses of
the same rainbelt can be made and recorded thus increasing the time of
exposure of any test samples on .the aircraft.

Once wo can measure the size and number of strikes test samples for
rain erosion flight work can be attached to the leading ed ges of the wings
or around the nacelles. Alternatively, sets of cylinders of different
materials and varying diameters (say 1, 2 and 3 inches) can be made up for
exposure tests at high speed. By this work a direct comparison of different
materials can be made under identical natural rain conditions. This infoma-
tion will be most useful for correlation with ground rig results.

There is still the problem of raindrop strikes on the edge of the hole
in the Meteor nose. Presumably only part of the raindropsf will strike the
surface of the drum, but we hope to be able to recognise them as edge hits
an. to make suitable corrections.

Fture development

The drum was first located at the rear of a tube in the nose of the
Meteor. The rain had therefore to travel down about 3 inches of this tube
before striking the drum. As poor marks were obtained on the wax it was
concluded that perhaps the drops were breaking up before striking, and as
a result we moved the drum forward to its present position as close as
possible behind the hole. However if droplets can be broken up by a 3 inch
layer of stagnant air this may be developed into a means of erosion
protection.

It is hoped to arrange for some flash photography in flight to explore
the possibility of recording rain strikes, and possible distortion of the
droplets.

Once a satisfactory recording medium has been evolved continuous
recorders can be designed for other aircraft and tropical rain tests can
be made.

The tests may be extended to very high speeds.

No. Author Title, etc.

I D.C. Jenkins R.A.E. Tech. Note No. Mech. Eng. 193,
1954E
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4.1 Discussion
S

A Speaker

Can Mr. Bigg explain why he found the variation of extent of rain
erosion along the leading edge?

Mr. Bigg

I can only explain what I have observed. It appears that the erosion
is a function of the radius of curvature which varies along the leading
edge.

Mr. A. A. Fyall, Chemistry Depart~ment, R.A.E.

It may possibly be that, due to the effect of the aerodynamic airflow
round the nacelles and other parts, you might not in fact get any strikes
at all. I believe same N.A.C.A. papers have been written on the striking
of drops and I think 1-Aler ccrtan conditions some areas vill not be
affected at all because of the aerodynamic shape.

Prof. Tenple

One of the earliest papers was by G. I. Taylor on de-icing.

Mr. Fyall

It might be proper to point out here that there is definitely a given
angle of attack at a certain speed beyond which no rain erosion occurs,
e.g. at 500 m.p.h. erosion occurs from direct impact (900) dawn to an angle
of attack of 300 between the line of flight and the tangent, to the surface.
In tests of several hours duration there was little or no erosion beyond.
this angle.

Mr. Radcliffe. G.W.(E) M.O.S.

Would. Mr. Fyall please state whether the angle is one of icidence or
a cone angle?

Mr. FyVall

The total included cone angle would be one of 600.

Mr. Leg, Short and Harland

I think this is a very important point. . Obviously when the raindrop
strikes at the top of the radome you are well into the boundary layer and
the raindrop will strike the boundary layer before the surface and may
disintegrate in the process.

Mr, Big

The flight work is done at fairly high speed and the recording drum
is located as far forward, as possible in the nose in an attempt to get
direct strikes.

Mr. Leu

Has it been entirely substantiated that this is the worst place?

- 15-
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Mr. Big

Yes. Flight in rain quickly raoves Ithe paint frm the nose of the

Meteor. V
Prof. S.TolansIkr. Londi. UniversitXJRZaj 1 o -9Clc e)

Since you have a flexible. recording device, is it possiblo to intro-
duce two slots and bring youir flexible strip outside instead of inside?
The flexible strip will actua:aly move over the surface and you probably would
get something much more realiotic.

mr. Bia.

I presume that would mear. using a roller of some material such as hard
rubber in the nose round vih:Lch the f"lexible strip could be driven. We have
tried typing paper to recorl tI e strikes but the paper vill not stand up to
the aerodynamic forces. k4 ti e Moment we are considering the use of shim
copper viich is very soft and I think vee vwill get small dents on it. There
is still the problem of whether a drop vhen approaching this surface still
stays spherical or whether the rir fornes distort it to a saucer shape or
break it up before it actw.lly strikes.

Mr. R. c. Gilbert, ole Hatilland Aircraft Co. (Christchurch)

How long have you worked on thi; job because I remembor seeing the
damaged radone now on shov abotut three years ago?

Mr. Big

I think the first re-ordod damage vas observed during the last war
on a Bcaufighter vhere the rato wau smashed either by hail or heavy rain
and investigations have p:ocedled, frcm that time.

Mr. Gilbert

You still have not obtained a satisfactory method of recording a
raindrop?

Mr. Big

Yes, that is what i; meas. As Murgatroyd has said the rain on the
ground is different frx:. the rtin a; altitude and therefore a flight
recorder is necessary.

Ix. Cdr. Ro'wson. LtARAB

We have a statement frca ( ihcdtry Department, R.A.E. stating that
there vll be little or no erczion for sngles of strike 6f 300 or less,
i.e. an included angle of 60 ° xx a cone. Does this refer only to work
done at 500 m.p.h. and not to rsupersonic flight, as it was not stated
categorically at %hich speeds this applied.

Mr. B. J. Russell, ChemiqtEZ Dept., R.A.E.

I shall be dealing udih .he American experience in regard to super-
sonic flight and will be coverLng that point.

- 16 -
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Mr. WV. -i, Sire, BB. Chemical Co. Ltd.

Are you sure that, when you have got a raindrop hitting the surface of
a smoked screen you can tell anything frm it? Is it possible for us to
see some of your recordings?

Yes, the raindrops remove tht. soot and leavT a mark characteristic of
the original drop size. However, the smtoked screen is only effective at
speeds up to approximately 200 m.p.h,, and is therefore, inapplicable in the
high speed case. No flight records are a ilable since the new technique
is in the early stages of development.

Prof. Tolanskv

I :will answer that question later whcA I show you some slides of the
damage done by single raindrops. I hwve bech studlying surfaces by inter-
fercmetry and the effect of single impaiact lby raindrops. This will bo an
anver to your question: each drop producs damage.

Mr. Swire

Can you tell the size of the rainWrcoS: coming through the aperture
from the mark that you obtain?

~.BiMg

fes, you lll get a continuous record ftrom the dxmon which we hope will
show rings.. Kowing the speed we can then, calcuWLate the size of the drop
which caused the depression.

Mlr. D. C. Jenkins, Mechanical Ensane(rilj eot. R.A.E.

By means of our impact gun techni.que vie have a means of calibrating
these marks obtained in flight.

Mr. C. A. Wagstaffe, D.L..A.R.D.(i,,, .D.S.

We have had an adequate description of this drop measuring device but
one has a feeling that it is a little cru&.n and some people here wuld like
to know what development work has bem done, V'e have had this problem for
many years, and I believe that all kc.nds of devices have been tried for
observing this drop size and distribution. Could Mr. Bigg Just mention
one or two of the more obvious ones? I hai in mind the use of a micro-
phone. I have a feeling that we have not got very far over a long period
of tUie.

Vr. Big

Droplet microphones have been tried but they have proved to be of no
use. I think the main trouble vith the microphone is the noise that one
gets from the actual air loads on it. You caunot distinguish the drops.
You can in a laboratory allow drops to fall an a microphone to record their
size but in flight there is too much backgrourn noise.

Mr. Wagstaffe

Did not the Met. Office have a large yrogramme some years ago for
developing apparatus for that purpose or did that cane to nothing?*
* The Meteorological Research Flight at R.A.B. experimented with a "rain
drop" microphone developed by R.R.E. Malver! 'bt found is unsatisfactory.
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Prof. T olanskv

I hope that my slides will show that provided one has a good optical
techlque, it is quite easy to see the effect of single drops on a suitable
surface. What ought to be a very ready answer is a precision optical
approach to record not only the nwber of strikes but also an indication
of the size of the drop.

Mr. H, C. B. Thomas, Head of Mechanical Enpincering Dept., R.A.E.

I would not like you to run away with the impression that the R.A.E.
has been working on this problem for a great number of years. This is not
so. As far as a number of Departments in the R.A.EO are concerned it is
only in the last 5 years that the problem has been dealt with seriously at
all. It had been dealt with as a problem of preventing unsightliness of
the aircraft rather than of preventing damage. It is only in the last few
years that Chemistry and Mechanical Engineering Departments have made a
detailed study, because the increasing high speed of aircraft has led to
greater damage.

Mr. A. Cooper, Expanded Rubber Co.

I would like to ask Mr. Bigg whether he has considered measuring the
size of the drops photographically, not at the nose but at the side of the
fuselage. The erosion will not occur at the side but after all you would
be travelling at right angles to the rain and you can presumably record this
on a cine-camera. Further, you would only be a few feet away from the point
of impact and I should think it would make no difference at all to the
results.

Mr. Biqg

As I said in my lecture, I hope that we dll have photography to
observe strikes at the wing root, but I think you have got to have flash
photography because of the velocity effects so that the raindrops may be
stopped in motion, otherwise the picture is, a blur.

Mr. F-all

I have in fact done some photography of drops and it is very diffi-
cult unless you have a flash technique and also a dark background. It
would be very difficult to do-in the air and you viould probably have to
do it at night.

Mr. Murgatroyd

A lot of work has been done on raindrops using a camera by Elliot
at N.A.E., Canada. It has been going on for many years and it has not had
a lot of success. There are several optical reasons; first you have, as
it were, to stop the drops in flight by rotating a prism in front of your
camera; second you have got to have a very narrow depth of focus for
accurate alignment of your optical system, and third. the droplets fall so
slowly that you would have a great length of film with only two or three
droplets on it.

Mr. J. 'J. Denson, Goodyear Tyre & Rubber Co. (G.B.) Ltd

Could Mr. Bigg give an estimation of the number of strikes per second
on an area of say 1 sq in?* The reason I am asking is to ascertain at what

* Number of strikes per square inch on aircraft flying through rain

From the analysis of the number of dropp present in a cubic metre of air,
given in Mr. Murgatroyd's paper; (continued bottom of p.19).
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speeds your recording drum would be rotating to avoid tyro strikes in the

same spot.

Mr. Big

At the moment we have a 6 inch diameter drum rotating at 3 r.p.m.,
but this could be speeded up if necessary.

Mr. D. N. Hunter, D. Napier & Son, Ltd.

Mr. Bigg, have you established any standard material for rain erosion
yet - a standard of comparison e.g. an aluminium alloy, in. order to compare
the effect on different materials?

Mr. Bigg

We have not gone into that yet in flight tests. This will be the
first problem we have to tackle.

5 SnULATED TIDES

DR. R. N. 0. STLAIT, CME1STRY DEARMMT R.A.E.

Conditions of test

For the development and testing of materials or special assemblies
flight testing with aircraft or rockets is a very slow and uncertain method.
It is therefore necessary to have a simulated test in which the conditions
are as near as possible to those in actual flight. WVhile no particular
test can be claimed to simulate all the flight conditions, methods have
been developed which reproduce the more important conditions and vA-ich
produce erosion similar to, and of the same order as that obtained in
flight. For the Yide adoption of any particular material, flight testing
must be the final answer, but great caution must be exercised vrith a
negative result in this country, because of the low rainfall rate, unless
the -,oeed and rain conditions encountered are actually recorded.

Rainfall sn/h 2 5 10 25 50 100
No. of drops/cubic metre 75 170 315 642 1014 1607

These figures jhor'v that the number of drops is not a function of rate of
rainfall since the volume median diameter increases with increasing rate.

In Great Britain, 2 rrm/h is considered fairly heavy rain. Assuming
that the aircraft speed is V ft/s then:-

No. of strikes/sq in./s for 2 mm/h rainfall =
71

Assuming a hole 2 inches in diameter in the aircraft nose and a
recording drum, 6 inches in diameter and 2 inches thick and rotating at
3 r.p.m.

No. of drops/sq in. of record - V

Thus, at 400 m.p.h.,

No. of drops/sq in. of record ~ 14

- 19-
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The main conditions to be simulated or controlled are:-

(a) Speed of sample t elative to the water drops

(b) Shape of sample or angle of strike

(c) Aerodynamic conditions around the test sample

(d) Water drop size and rate of rainfall

No reliable simulated test has been employed in which temperature
and pressure have been other than ambient ground conditions, mainly because
of the engineering difficulties involved.

The effect of temperature is less important (excluding of course
degradation by kinetic heating in flight when not in rain) and so far
at the R.A.E. no significant difference has been found in the results
obtained when testing in the range -50 to +200C. Little critical
evidence is available regarding the effect of reduced pressure but it
is known that serious erosion has occurred in flight when the pressure
was below normal.

The speed at which rain erosion becomes significant is much greater
than the terminal velocity of a rain drop so that the angle of strike is
little different from that obtained if the rain drops were stationary.
It is therefore convenient to simulate relative motion in one direction
only. The angle of strike is the angle between the line of flight and
the tangent to the surface. The tests can be divided into two types, in
which the rain drop or the sample is stationary and the other is moving.

Water drop mo and test sample stationar

Fig.5 gives the terminal and shatter velocity for drops of different
sizes.

Water .jet method

Water is forced through a jet at high pressure against the test
sample. Speeds up to 500 m.p.h. have been recorded but the drop size
obtained is very small.

Water jet in wind tunnel

This method is designed to prevent the drops from shattering by
injecting them into an air stream having, the same velocity. For a 2 mm
drop the critical relative velocity is 1 55 ft/s; this is difficult to
maintain during its flight from the jet to the test sample. To avo'd
the difficulty of projecting a water drop at a precise velocity Bigg' has
suggested that the drop be allowed to fall under gravity in a vertical Yind
tunnel in which the air speed increases progressively relative to the drop
but does not exceed its shatter velocity. Under these conditions the
minimum height Smin of the tunnel can be calculated from the formula

Smin -2 +( (s )2}
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where V = final velocity of drop; Vs = shatter velocity and VT = terminal
velocity of drop.

Thus for a 2 m drop to reach 500 mp-h. (733 ft/s) the minimu1
height (8mnin) would. have to be 951 ft.

Water drop gun

In this method a single drop occupying a cavity in the frort of a
plastic 'bullet t is fired from a gun: the plastic bullet which is aimed at
a small hole in a steel plate strikes the plate, but the hole is sufficiently
large to allow the drop to pass through to the sample on. the other side.
One of the main difficulties of this method is to prevent broken pieces of
bullet passing through the hole and striking the sample.

Water d o -atio.ary and sample movinF

Gun techniques

A technique has been developed where the sample is attached to the
front of a bullet and fired at a drop suspended on a syn1hetic cobweb.
This technique will be described in detail by Mr. D. C. Jenkins ard will
lend itself to supersonic speeds. The technique is essentially a single
drop method: its extension to multiple strikes would mean the provision
of a very long track of real or artificial rain to get a few seconds of
simulated conditions. For large test samples a rocket propelled vehicle
running on a track may be necessary.

Vhirling arm techniques

In these the test samples are attached to the outer portion of an
arm or conventional propeller, set at zero pitch,'which is rotated in an
area containing simulated rain. This method is the one which has been
most vdsly used as it simulates most of the important conditions and, can
produce continuous and uniform erosion.

The choice of whether the arm should rotate in a vertical or
horizontal plane is often one of available facilities. The test rigs at
Cornell University and Napier and Sons both use a zero pitch propeller
spinning in a horizontal plane with the 'rain' falling vertically on to
it, the test samples being attached to the leading edge near the tip.

A4- the R.A.E., the original method of test was a wooden 'Bulldog'
propeller spinning in a vertical plane with water sprayed from three
swirl atomising jets set at right angles to the track of the samples. It
Nwas clear hm,;over that by this method the drop size and distribution of
the drops could not be made to approach that of real rain: an alternative
method was therefore develope.

RAE. new whirling arm test rig

This is a development of the conventional propeller rig in which
the blade is replaced by an arm of circular section with two cylindrical
test samples fixed at each end and at right angles to the arm. The arm,
9 ft 6 in. long, is made of forged S.97 steel which was hardened and
tempered to give maximum strength. This shomai in Fig. 6 .

It was originally intended that the arm should be rotated in a
vertical plane with the 'rain' falling vertically downwards from 120 water
jets supplied with water from a special double bottomed water tank. The
jets were fabricated from hypodermic tubing and connected to the upper
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compartment of the tank which was filled with filtered water to constant
depth. Each Jet was surrounded by an air annulus attached to the lower
compartment which could be adjusted in relation to the position of the tip
of the jet. Compressed air fed to the lower portion of the tank and to
each annulus controlled the drop size issuing from each jet. In practice
this method of producing drops of controlled size was very satisfactory but
with the arm rotating at 1472 r.p.m. (sample speed of 500 m.p.h.) the erosion
was very erratic and it was subsequently found to be less severe than that
found with samples under more realistic conditions. The cause of this
irregularity was found to be the air, Yhich is thrown outwards from the hub
of the arm, and which deflected the drops away from the test area, The
use of baffles eatending from, and at a tangent to the path of the specimens
did not significantly reduce this effect. This trouble is not peculiar to
the circular section of the ann and samples since a propeller with zero
pitch behaved similarly.

When it was realised that the drops could not be made to enter the
test area against the outward airflow, a technique was developed in which
the drops were projected radially outward from the hub area of the arm from
the edge of a disc rotating in a plane parallel to that of the arm as
shown in Fig.7. This sketch is to scale and shcws the trajectory of the
drops leaving at a speed of 22 ft/s from a 2 ft 4 in. disc spinning at
185 r.p.m.

The lower portion of Fig.7 shows how the spinning disc has to
be adjusted in relation to the arr in order to allow for the air which is
thrown out radially from the hub which deflects the drops. This adjust-
ment has been made by trial and error and has to be done for each test
slpeed. Figs. 8 and 9 show typical calibration samples of good and poor
quality glass fabric/polyester resin respectively on which reasonably
waiform erosion does occur. These samples also show the partial shielding
of the sample by the arm at the inboard end.

The spinning disc technique is an extension of a method devised by
Walton and Prewett 2 who have investigated the production of homogeneous
sprays and mists by ,eans of a disc spinning in a horizontal plane. In
this case the diameter of the drop produced is represented by the formula

d = k T&

vihere d = droplet diameter; D = disc diameter; w angular velocity of
disc; T = surface tension of the liquid; p = density of liquid. The
average value of k was found to be 3.8.

Tests with a I ft and 6 ft diameter disc have shown that this formula
holds reasonably well when the disc is spinning in a vertical plane and a
value of k = 3.7 for the i ft disc has been obtained. For the prodcotion
of drops 2 mm diameter a disc 2 ft 4 in. diameter revolving at 185 r.p.m.
has been adopted: this size was found to give the necessary velocity to
the drops to enable them to reach the test area irrespective of the angle
at which they left the disc.

When uniformity of the drop distribution had been achieved, the rate
of rain fall and drop size were measured by sampling in an area close to
the path of the sample when the arm and disc were running at their correct
speeds,
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Provided the spinning disc is sheltered from excessive natural wind,
uniformity of results can be obtained.

The present arm absorbs 500 h.p. at a Mach nuber of 0. 7 and it has
been calculated that on an alternative spinning tower, which has 3800 h.p.
available, it could be made to reach 0.9 Mach. It is not proposed. to test
it at this speed but to make a new arm with less drag with the aim of
reaching Mach 2.0. In order to reach this high test speed$ the high
bending stress on the samples will be minimised by making the arm much
bigger and a design study has been cQmpleted for one 16 ft long. It will
probably be necessary to use several small spinning discs in order to get
even distribution of the rain drops. The arm will be lenticular in
section to provide low drag characteristics and to aid manufacture. The
half section of the arm will be similar to an oblique cut from a cylinder
so that the arm will taper in span and thickness as it goes outboard; by
this means it is hoped that it can be turned and finally ground to high
precision on a lathe.

The arm will be made of steel and has been stressed to carry a
load of 2- lb at each end, this weight to include the sample, sample holder
and counterpoise. It is estimated that the anm will have a final weight
of around 1000 lb. The exact design of the sample has not yet been
decided but it is proposed to use small radius cylinders in the transonic
range and at higher speed to use something approaching a lenticular section.

REERNCES

No, Author Title, etc.

I F. J. Bigg R.A.E. Tech. Note No. Mech.Eng, 187,
1954.

2 Walton & Prewett Porton Tech. Paper 14, 1947.

6 STUDIES USING JIM STNG&I DROP 1117HOD

D. C. JENMINS, EHANIAL MG R DEPARU01?i R.A.E.

Introduction

An essential part of the study of rain erosion is to find out how the
surface damage is initiated and then extended by the impinging rain drops,
To do this it is necessary to study the effect of the impact of single
drops. Because of the low relative speeds at ahich wter drops shatter,
difficulty is experienced in accelerating a water drop of the size
occurring in rain to the speeds at which surface erosion occurs. The
alternative method of shooting the surface at a stationary drop has been
used in an apparatus described below which has been developed at the R.A.E.

Description of apparatus

Pig. 10 shov a diagrammatic arrangement of the apparatus.

The material specimen forms the flat nose of a projectile which is
fired at a given speed by the air gun. The specimen surface strikes a
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rain drop suspended on a very fine web. The projectile then enters an
energy absorbing tube where its kinetic energy is absorbed by passing
through and deforming soft aluminium washers. The holes in the washers
are larger than the diameter of the specimen so that ary imprint caused
by the rain drop impact is undamaged.

A speed of 800 ft/s is achieved by the prototype apparatus but higher
speeds could be attained by suitable design.

Drop suspension

A 2.5 irn diameter drop suspended. on the web is shown in Fig.1. The
web is made from Perspex dissolved in aniline which can be drawn out as very
fine filaments between two cork faces. For trying out various theories
liquids other than water can be used. Mercury has been successfully used
giving a large range of density and surface tension.

The water drop and web can be frozen to give ice spheres.

A flash photograph of the projectile about to strike the water drcp
at a speed of 770 ft/s is shown in Fig. 12. The colutmn of air precedir%
the projectile has blown away the web leaving a roughly spherical shaped
drop which is struck by the projectile before it has time to fall.

If the rain drop is placed too close to the gun muzzle the air blast
may be sufficient to shatter the drop. A typical shattered drop is shown
in Fig.13. and consists of fine droplets blown away frcm the central mass of
the drop.

Marks made in aluminium by single drops

The mark made in solid aluminium by a spherical vater drop 2.5 mm
diameter at 800 ft/s is shown in Fig. 14(a). The impression consists of
a single depression, of Brinell hardness type, of depth 1/1000 inch
approximately. The reason for the difference in type of depression
between Perspe: and aluminium is not clear.

The mark made by a single shattered- drop of 2.5 mm diameter at
800 ft/s is shovm in Fig. 14(b). Instead of a single depression in
aluminium the shattered drop causes a series of indentations, some of
vdich have the appearance of pits rather than the smooth depression of
the spherical drop. The depth and degree of scatter of these indentations
depend on the extent of break-up of the drop.

The difference in type of mark made bet-ween a round and a shattered
drop suggests that rain drop shape may be one important factor in the rate
at which erosion occurs, and that a more extensive knowfledge of the shape
of rain drops impinging on aircraft surfaces in flight is necessary.

Marks made in Perspex by single drops

Fig. 15(a) shows the mark made in Perspex by a spherical water drop
2.5 mm in diameter at 800 ft/s. The impression is characteristically an
annular depression. Similar impressions have been obtained in wax, The
reason for this depression is not known, but it has been suggested as being
due to an annular region of maximum impact pressure.

Fig.15(b) and 15(c) are photographs taken by Mr. Barnett of
Professor Tolansky' s Department at the Royal Holloway College. Fig. 15(b)
shows the fine crazing crack system surrounding the annular crater in
Perspex, shown in Fig.15(a). The scale is given by the two long surface
scratches running through the centre *ich are approximately 0.05 mm apart.
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Fig.15(c) shows in detail some of the fine cracks. The side of the crack
furthest from the centre of the annulus has been bent over by the rapid
radial wash of the bursting drop. According to an American analysis of
this problem the radial wash in this case would be 1300 m.p.h, and the
maximum impact pressure 27,000 lb/sq in.

These illustrations given some idea of the type of information that
can be obtained from a single rain drop apparatus and show that even a
single rain drop can caure damage.

Investigations proposed with this type of apparatus include:-

I Detailed photographic study of the break-up process on impact,

2 Study of impact pressures, by replacing the specimen by a piezo-
electric crystal.

3 Effect of physical properties of the drop i.e, shape, size, density
and surface tension.

4 Effect of physical properties of the material i.e. surface finish,
hardness, elasticity etc.

5 Effect of speed, for which purpose higher speed guns are being
develop ead.

7 THE D. ,AMA ON PERSPEX CAUSED BIY IACT rITH A YrATER DRECE
PROFESSOR S. .TOANSKY, ROYAL HOLLOWAY COLLEE, EaHAM.

Together with Mr. T. R. Barnett, precision optical studies have been
made upon three impacts made on Perspex. The Perspax samples were fired
by Mr. Jenkins from his air-gun at single m an diameter water droplets.
Three separate impacts were made, on different samples, with velocities
respectively of 800 ft/s, 680 ft/s, and 550 ft/s. The recovered Perspex
samples were examined by a variety of microscopic techniques which included
Cirect microscopy, phase contrast microscopy, multiple-beam interferametry
and light-profile microscopy.

Consider first Fig. 16(a) (x 14) which shows a micrograph of the mark
left on Perspex when impact is at 800 ft/s. There is a ring-shaped mark,
surrounded by a further annular region, and this is succeeded by Whit looks
like crazing. The topography of this feature will be discussed in detail
later.

Fi-g.16(b) (x 14) shows the impact figure at 680 ft/s, and again there
are the two concentric features, surrounded by crazing. Fig.1 6 (c) (x 20)
shows the less marked effect for a velocity of 550 ft/s.

When these surface features are examined by multiple-beam inter-
ferometry much is revealed. This technique will first be very briefly
outlined. When a surface with a complex microtopography is matched
against an optical flat and illuminated with parallel monochromatic light,
then localized interference fringes form. These constitute, in effect a
topographical contour map of the relief of the surface, the individual
neighbouring fringes (contour lines) corresponding to height changes each
of half a wavelength (say 10 micro-inches),

Now in multiple-beam interference methods the fringes are optically
sharpened to a very high degree, such that height variations of only a
two hundredth part of a light wave (say 1/10th micro-inch) can readily be
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detected and measured. These techniques involve refinements, the details of
which can hardly be discussed here. Two principal types of multiple-beam
fringes are in use. The first is monochronatic multiple-beam Fizeau fringes,
wich give a contour map, exactly analogous to the familiar contour maps of
geography, the cor'-ur lines corresponding to 10 micro-inch height changes.
The second method, which I have called fringes of equal chromatic order,
uses white light and gives a sequence of fringes, each of which (in its own
wavelength) is an optical profile over a selected line section of the object.
In the present case the line section selected is diametrical. We shall
consider scme of the interferograms.

Fig. 17 shows the multiple-beam Fizeau fringe pattern for an 800 ft/s
impact. This striking picture is full of information. Taking an
approximately central fringe and approaching say from the right, the murface
rises slightly, (say, 10 micro-inches). Immediately following this is an
annular depression region (some 30 micro-inches drop). The surface then
rises up almost to the initial level, although not quite. The central
disc has a shallow depression, perhaps some 5 micro-inches deep at the
centre. There is also some circular asymmetry.

It will particularly be noticed that the outer fringes surrounding
the main concentric circular patterns, are broken and jagged. This is
where they run across the crazing region. One can see, without making
measurements, that the crazing consists of saw-like steps, which are
remarkably shallow, being of the order of I or 2 micro-inches deep, but not
much more.

It is quite clear that so detailed a picture will repay careful
precise study. Attention is specifically drawn to the extensive area of
crazing, or cracking, as revealed by the fringes, that is, relative to the
circular impact depression. The depression itself has a most peculiar
shape. It would seem to suggest that impact produced a depression and
this was followed by a central recovery, leaving the observed annular ring-
shaped hollow, with a central disc recovered back almost to the original
level.

As an example of the use of the fringes of equal chromatic order,
Fig.18(a) shows these for a diametrical section of an 800 ft/s impact.
Without going into detail, the enormous magnification in depth should be
noted. When projected on to the lantern screen, these fringes are some
10 inches apart. Yet they represent height differences of 1/100,000th inch.
The magnification on the screen is thus about one million. It should be
recognised that such magnifications are indeed not by any means eapty
magnifications. For under the best of conditions it is possible to resolve
1/25th micro-inch, i.e. on the screen this would represent a distance of
1/25th inch. Thus magnifications of a million have very real resolution
and are not merely empty "blowing-up", since merely 1 millimetre on the
screen is resolvable.

Fig.18(b) shows the corresponding fringe pattern for the 680 ft/s
and Fig. 18(c) that for the'550 ft/s impact.

Magnifications are, in these two figures, so enormous that the
relatively poor state of surface polish (poor in terms of the precision
under discussion) gives the fringes a ragged appearance which is deceiving.
Indeed to exploit fully the available resolving power very special care has
to be taken with the micro-polish of specimens. This was not the case in
the samples shown herewith, which are crudely polished only.

As a final picture, Fig. 19 shows the crazed region for the 680 ft/s
impact, this time taken with phase-contrast microscopy.
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An important conclusion is the extent and character of the crazed
crack-region. It is not the central drop region but the larger crazed
region which is most dangerous from the view point of subsequent breaking.
The actual crack depths may well be shal7 w, yet breakage will probably be
initia dtherebeca'se of the high stresses. Peaks nd valleys are sharply
defined and fine hair cracks may well extend considerably dowan belwv the
surface, as the very fringe shape seems to hint at.

These photographs ;Lve a positive reply to the question already
raised as to v'hether a single raindrop can make an easily detect-
able mark. It is quite clear indeed that at the higher velocities
quite a consideraule mark does appear. A detecting device for registering
raindrop concentrations met at high speed, vhich might easily function well,
would be to run a plastic strip continuously past an aperture exposed to.
the rain and then later to examine it microscopically with the right type
of illumination. There seems little doubt that individnal droplet impacts
could be separately identified and counted. This is certainly the case
for the droplets of the size investigated here.

7.1 Discussion on Sections 5, 6 and 7
Mr. K. W. Hetzel, Vickers Armstrong Ltd., Winchester

I would like to ask if Dr. Strain has looked into the method of test
used at Convair in the United States where a bullet is fired at raindrops.
This seems a very elegant technique.

Dr. Strain

The bullet technique used is really an extension of the method used
by Mr. Jenkins, if you mean a bullet shot frn a gun through rain.

Mr. Hetzel

Yes, with various simulated radames etc. on the front.

Dr. Strain

Yes, we have considered that here, and Mr. Russell wll be mentioning
the ierican work in his paper.

Mr. E. M. Goacher, Vickers Armstrong Ltd. (W.rbridfe)

It seems to me that there must be quite a lot of heat generated vith
the amount of energy absorbed into the plastic laminate. I would like to
ask first whether the lecturers consider that this has any effect upon the
erosion, and secondly, a practical point, is it worthwhile studying not
the material which has been subject to erosion but the material which has
actually been eroded awvy, if you could collect it together and have a
look at it? Has anybody done that and if so "what form did the eroded
particles take?

Dr. Strain

On the question of heat from the drops, we do find some heating of
the sample but you also have water cooling present, At 500 m.p.h. the
sample is only slightly warmer than at the start. We have never found
any eroded particles.
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Mr, D, A. Woodley, Armstrong Whitworth Aircraft Ltd.

It is difficult in these interim question periods to avoid anticipating
later discussion.. It is perfectly obvious that a great deal of work has
be6n done on this subject, as we have already seen, and I think that most of
us here will know that it is a very real problemn up to 600 m.p.h. or so.
I am a little bit worried by the lectures today which show that the test rig
and other work being done, which has been described by the recent lecturers,
seems to anticipate 500 m.p.h. as being the limits of their test. Do we
already know that the supersonic pressure pattern is such as to make
500 m.p.h, critical? It seems to me that a lot more will have to be done
and can I in fact be informed now whether a lot more is being done? I was
a bit worried about Dr. Strain's aopening sentence in his paper that testing
with rockets is very slow. I should have thought this method extremely
certain and very rapid in the way of an ad hoc demonstration of this problem.
Can I be reassured that something is going on?

Dr. Strain

With regard to the 500 m.p.h. test, this is a very good one since
very few materials stand up to it. Most of the hard brittle materials
only last a few minutes at 500 m.p.h. so this test is useful for initial
sorting.

The rocket technique is a very slow one for, having, shot your rocket,
you have got to recover it. You also have to wait for rain, so that you
can only get a few seconds of test per month. There are other supersonic
methods of test which will be dealt with later.

Mr. Woodley

Yes that is quite true, but a lot of us are only interested in
vehicles which have only a few seconds flight and do not always work in
rain. We are very interested in Whether they 'work long enough and well
enough to do the job that they are designed to do.

Dr. Strain

We are covering the rocket technique, firing whenever we can, vwich
is not very often. If we get a supersonic test rig we will be able to get
all the answers on all the materials with certainty. I think it is quite
true to say that the drop size distribution in any cloud is irregular, so
that fligh&t testing gives erratic results.

Dr. Megson

Is your question really directed to finding out whether we are doing
anything at supersonic speed or whether we are confining ourselves to
500 m.p.h.?

Mr. Woodley

Essentially so, yes. Are we in fact doing a fair amoun of ad hoc
flight work to assess the real problem and what we can do about it? What
sort of cone angles do we really want and will the materials in fact achieve
the limited life that we are after without interfering with other problems,
electronic and otherwise?

Dr. Megson

Dr. Strain has answered the question in one part. Such work as we
can do in actual flight is going on but we are also trying to put up a
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simulated rig and we hope to get a lot of information out of that.. As
Dr. Strain said 500 m.p.h. is severe for anything vie have tried

Mr. J, H. Phillips, ADGq (G & C) M.O.S.

I would like to come back to Mr. Goacher's question about temperature.
One would tend to think that, without doing any preliminary arithmetic, the
annular ring might in fact be a "frozen ripple" structure and the cracks
are the result of the ripple attempting to go through unsoftened material.
I wonder if a little arithmetic could bear that out?

Dr. Strain

I am afraid I cannot do the arithmetic on the spot (Laughter). There
is a considerable amount of energy in each drop at 500 m.p.h. but it is a
fact that w- do not get much heat on the rain erosion rig.

Mr. J. H. Phillips

You might get a lot of very local heating which is not a lot over the
whole sample.

Dr. Strain

Yes, but in the case of aluminium on Mr. Jen.n' s rig you get a
depression formed which is distinctly more mechanical than thermal.

Prof. Tolansky

The fact that the effect of a steel ball impact is cracking, would
suggest that shock is responsible. The fact that the high speed of the
water produces a depression in Perspex might suggest that melting or
softening was responsible for the depression which is rather a complex one.
So it may be that temperature has something to do with the production of
the depression but I think the cracks are probably cue to shock.

Mr. G. B. Evans. De HavilIand Aircraft Co. (Christchurch)

Surely if we refer to the work by Bm-iden and Tabor on friction ve
can recall that very high local temperatures may occur although the overall
surface temperature rise recorded is very small.

Dr. Strain

I was actually thinking of overall temperature as produced by kinetic
heating vithout the rain.

8 CAVITATION AND ITS APPLICATION TO THE FROBLW OF RUN ERSION
H. G. STUBBS., THE PLESSEY CO. LTD., CASVIML RESEARCH LABORATORX.

With the development of new materials for radome and structural
purposes, particularly the former, there is an obvious need for a rapid
laboratory method for determining their resistnce to rain erosion. The
present investigations are concerned with this development.

An important feature of rain erosion is the extremely high local

pressures that are developed at the moment of impact. American evidence,
is that the rate of erosion rises rapidly with increase in impact velocity,
probably according to a 6th or 8th power law. It is possible that at the
speeds now encountered there is incomplete deformation of the rain drop
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before the majority of the :ria:i11 .ve kinetic energy is imparted to the t!
leading structures. Sinc- thi,5 energy is proportional to the square of
the velocity and the area :ver M4,ich it is impa-ted is decreasing with
increasing velocity, the peek i pact pressure may well follow a similar law.
This probably accounts for the ii.fficulty of correlating resistance to rain
erosion of materials with their normally measured physical properties, since
molecular phenomena assoc.ated 1zih solid surfaces in contact with water at
eNtremely high pressures axe alt0o involved.

A similar mechaniwL (repoated impacts at high pressure)is, associated
with underwater cavitation. Bviefly, cavitation occurs when a liqi& iz
subjected to a tensile s.;ress ea,;ceeding the rupture strength - a void forms
generally as a near sphercal ctmity. Rer'oval of the stress results in
rapid collapse of the cavity with the deve:,.opment of very high local
pressures. It is not ;enerallj realised, however, that these pressures
can be of the order of 204,000 atmospheres , and bear little relation to
the initial tensile stress.

With liquids coni aining dissolved gases, a stress, or rather negative
pressure of little moro, than one rAmiasphere is required to cause cavitation.
Due to coalescence and diffusion of neighlouring gas nuclei, these cavities
generally contain appreciable quwtitics cf gas which results in their
incomplete collapse -%dth the fornation of a permanent bubble in the liquid
and a considerable rediction in the peak pressure. In the absence of
dissolved gas cavita;ion is initbiated at permanent "faults" in the liquid.
These are referred tc in the wortc of EyriuS2 , FLth3 , and others, who
postulate the existence of voids or holes in the liquid structure analogous
to the lattice defeci s in solid orystals. A higher negative pressure is
required, about 7-12 atmospheres,, to caure cavitation, and the subsequent
collapse is more rapid and complote, and gives rise to the very high
pressures referred to above.

-The destructi've action of oavitati>n was first recorded by Reynolds4

in 1894, with watev flowing through a tube ith a narrow constriction, and
later was found to cause virtual destruction of the propellors of the
Lusitania and Maurttania after rvtwing a few hours at full power. Exten-
sive studies were .*x ried out duing the First World War and more recently
with the developmeat of Venturi systems, large turbines, and other hydraulic
machinery, wvhere bigh negative pxessure can exist,

It is also of interest to rote thit the resistance of all materials
studied showed thit their relative resi3tance to cavitation erosion could
not be predicted from their known physinal properties.

In the app!ication to the aircraft problem, it was considered that the
erosion may have teen partly dne to the direct action of caitation, arising
from intense high frequency vibra ion cn the leading edpes of the aircraf

in the vicinity of the jet engin-. In flying through rain a permafient
film of water forms in those regions in h,,ich. cavitation could occur. From
structural considerations this novr seens unlikely although owing to the
difficulties involved there is yet no direct expei.mental evidence to the
contrary.

Regarding the mechanism of a sirgle drop impact recently investigated
by Dr. Engel it would appear that assuming physical wtting of the surface,
the high lateral velocity in the qper layer of water could easily produce
the negative pressure required for ca-itation with the resulting annular
pitting observed. It is possibl( thrl; at speeds in the region of Mach 2
this effect is obscured by the moze d structivo shearing action arising
from the deformation of the solid surtacc.
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From these considerations it seemed likely that measurement of the
resistance to cavitation erosion of ma";erisals in the laboratory could be
correlated to some degree with the R.A.E. Yhirling anm erosion tests.

Various methods of producing o.vi'ta;ion were inva.tigated involving
the use of marondosrioti. rods and i;ubes, quartz cry4 als and barimn
.t-tanato transducers. Owing to the =0i ,oavity Asze and the resulting low
pressure on collapse, no signs of erozign vwere observei at frequencies in
the region 250 ec/s - 2.5 Mc/a, even 4dthr focussing doices. Severe
erosion was found to occur in the region 0-.3OKo- ana most of the work has
been carried out just above the audibll' limti,for convenience.

The method finally adopted was s Itil.a to thw* o: Gaines5, who
produced cavitation by the use of a magnetcttrict:.ve rifckel rod immersed
in water.

Early e xperiments were carried but vritha the ro'(, and exciting coil
totally immersed and specimens placed near the end of -the vibrating rod in
the region of the cavitation cloud. Perspex, aluminium, steel, polythene
and glass were irradiated for a fixe& -time a:ri the vicible degree of
erosion correlated with earlier Amea:ican results on their propellor tests.
It was difficult, however, to obtain vatit ative results by this method
oving to the low rate of erosion an critical nature of the distance between
the transducer and specimen.

By mechanically attaching smll specimens to the end of the rod it
was found that weight losses coull be determnmed an(l the factors governing
the rate of erosion were invest!gated. The erosion rate varied
considerably with variation of ?pcwer supplied to the transducer and the
strength of the polarising field,, The temporature of the water was
important since the rate of eroslon reached i, maximuri at approximately
4000, while at 800C no perceptible erosion wvms obtained, owying to the
pressure of water vapour in the :cavity.

Using distilled water tha had previously been boiled to remove
dissolved air, rapid erosion wa3 obtained vhile apprroximately half this
rate was obtained with ordinary, tap water.

Initially the acoustic (wer fed to the liquiC, was measured calori-
metrically before each experiment and the cur'ent fmd to the exciting coils
maintained at a constant value throughout. ' he power levels employed were
of the order of 4-5 watts, resulting in a weii'ht lo:ss for aluirnium of
approximately 2 mg/hour. ReEiuts by this met;hd w-re very variable, being
well outside the accuracy of weighing. Attavpts wBre made to monitor the
cavitation by observing the auiplitude of the harmonic content by means of
a titanate disc immersed in the liquid, withott muci success.

A successfhul method of monitoring was e, entutLly developed, depending
on the shock excitation of a thin titanate diic plcde in the liquid. The
output of this disc with a natural frequency of 2 lfc/s is fed via a
rejection filter tuned to the magnetostrictive osc..llator frequency, to an
amplifier tuned to 2 Mc/s , The output of this is integrated, rectified
and fed to a milliammeter. By maintaining a constant reading on this
instrnent it is possible to obtain reproducibility within the accuracy of
the balance, 0.1 mg.

The test-rig and layout finally evelope . are shown in Figs. 20 and 21.
A commercial signal ge ierator and amplifier ar ' u! ed for exciting the
transducer coils. The polarising field is oV;ai:aed from a permanent magnet
suitably shunted to give the optimum field. With this arrangement, the
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field is practically uniform along the length of the rod. The transducer
itself is a nickel tube with brazed end pieces suitably threaded to take
various specimens. The tube is supported at the mid-point by means of a
brazed flange approximately 0.5 mm thick. This is firmly fixed to the
bracket holding the coil assembly which, in turn, is rigidly bolted to the
magnet. The coils and rod are placed in a Perspex tank through which water
is rapidly circulated from a thermostatically controlled reservoir. The
water is previously boiled and the gas content maintained at a low level by
means of a piezoelectric disc fed from a separate oscil3ator and vibrating
at 1.5 Mc/s.

Air bubbles liberated from this are prevented from reaching the
Perspex tank by means of a simple trap on the inlet side.

The specimens are carefully dried and weighed and screwed into
position. By using a small rubber padded vice designed for the purpose,
the specimens are held sufficiently rigidly to the rod and no weight change
is observed on repeatedly removing and replacing the specimens.

A 2 Mc/s disc mounted in the wall of the measuring tank is used to
monitor the cavitation energy. Throughout a test run the water tempera-
ture is maintained at 38 0 C within 0-5oC. This arrangement provides
automatic cooling of the coils and nickel tube.

Perspex and a number of metals and alloys have been tested with this
apparatus and listed in order of their relative resistance to cavitation
erosion (Fig. 22). As yet no quantitative method is available for the
&dirling arm tests Thereby the correlation between the two methods may be
checked.

Elastcneric compounds have so far been neglected since, as in the
case of the whirling arm tests, the rate o& erosion is slow and initially
in the form of pin holes rather than material removal. In both methods
this occurs at a later stage subsequent to the formation of blisters and
destruction of the adhesive film by hydraulic action.

It is proposed in the immediate future to investigate a number of
metal specimens coated with various grades of neoprene and paint finishes.
Here the relative resistance will be determined by microscopic examination.

The general form of the erosion-time curve with the cavitation
apparatus is linear for materials so far considered, although with pro-
longed exposure the rate tends to decrease because of the buffering action
of trapped air in the deeper pitw. Extrapolation of the linear portion,
however, indicates for certain materials a slower initial erosion or the
existence of a definite skin effect.

The present technique of weighing will be extended in the near future
by the use of a micro-balance which should improve the reproducibility of
results by a factor of 20 or so and allow the quantitative measurement of
the skin effect.

Other techniques investigated include surface examination by electron
microscope and micro- ccmparator methods, and radio-active and colorimetric
analysis. Glass microscope slides were eroded for the electron microscope
method. A replica was formed by the use of ethyl cellulose subsequently
shaded with vaporlsed chromium in the usual manner. Fig. 23 shows the
outer fringes of an eroded area apprcocimately I mm diameter after 15 minutes
attack* The regular nature of the individual pits is interesting and
suggests that each cavity causes microscopic damage; the pits are apprcxi-
mately 100 millimicrons diameter x 100 millimicrons deep. 11hile this
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the evidence is that the larger the molecule the less the 'erosion. This
arose from the assLption that the rate of erosion bore some relation to
the ability of the water molecule to penetrate the structure under high
pressure. It was also thought, for the similar reasons that crystalline
surfaces were more 'readily attacked at the grain boundaries. A porous
anodic film was built up on an alumainium specimen and subsequently impreg-
nated, with molten polythene at 10,000 lb/sq in, and allovmed to cool under
pressure. All surface polythene was removed and the specimen subjected
to cavitation. No erosion could be detected aftor 90 minutes although
normally the anodic film would have disappeared. after a few minutes running.
However, after replacing the specimen and continuing the test for a further
fifteen minutes or so, the oxide film separated completely from the aluminium.

This example is given merely to indicate the potential use of the
apparatus and although owing to other commitments, the experiment was not
followed up at the time, an investigation of this type can be rapidly carried
out in the laboratory and may have promising results.

There are several factors present in the whirling anm erosion test
which are not obviously reproduced in the cavitation equipment. The present
apparatus may be ocmpared to a fixed speed-constant rain density equipment,
the corresponding values of which have not yet been deter mined. The effect
of increasing speed can be obtained by raising the amplitude or decreasing
the frequency, both of which would result in' a larger cavity with higher
pressure on collapse. An equivalent rain density variation could be
obtained by the adoption of pulse operation of the transducer.

With the evidence so far acquired, however, in the absence of quanti-
tative correlation, it seems that cavitation could well play a complementary
role in the study of resistance to rain erosion.
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9 AMERICAN~ EXPERJNM OF RAIN EROSION j:R0MXMS AT SUBSCUIC AN'D %)UMS0NIC

E. AV. WSSELL, CHaSU DEPT. R. A. B.

Introduction

This paper atteupts to auzmarise the position regarding rain erosion
in the U.S.A. as studied during a visit in March 1955 and a similar visit,
in 1952.
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Historically, difficulties were first experienced about 1945, and
experimental studies 2' 3 were ccmenced after erosion was observed on the
laminated plastic radcme of the B29. The tail fin of the F80 carried a
suppressed aerial and the plastic leading edge was damaged. With
increasing speeds the problem rapidly grew in importance; on F86A forward
facing wing tips and. fairings at the air intake were eroded, and it was
l.eccamended4 that the use of plastics should be limited to electronic
necessities. At 350 m.p.h. indicated airspeed, 8 plies were eroded
through an& sane delamination occurred in 2-3 minutes. Actual failure of
radar housings was also reported.

Test methods

The principal method of evaluating material or coatings for rain
erosion resistance in subsonic flight is a simulated test, in which a test
piece is moved at high velocity in falling water droplets of a standard size
and concentration. Goodyear Aircraft Corporation and the Wright Air
Development Centre (WADC) Materials Laboratory had early versions of such
a rig which was frther developed by the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory2, 5 9.
The University of Cincinnati have a similar rig to that at Cornell; an
attempt to go to supersonic speeds on a smaller rig at Louisville has proved
unsuccessful1 O .

Lockheed and North American11 each developed tests in which pulsating
or interrupted water jets impinged on rotating specimens. These and other
abrasion methods failed to rate materials in accord with service
experience 2 ' 1 2, 1 3 and have all been abandoned. In particular Neoprene
showed up poorly in these tests. Preliminary work Nas also undertaken at
Cornell on a cavitation method, in vwich the test piece was vibrated under
water by means of a magnetostrictive transducer. The matter was not
pursued as far as they wished, and has been in abeyance since.

Cornell attempted8 to fire single drops of water at plastic specimens
using a shot gun with reduced charges to project a carrier vith the Vater
droplet at a stop, beyond which the water carried on to hit the test piece.
Work has discontinued because of doubts as to the cause of the damage
obtained.

The Applied Physics Laboratory (AIL) of Johns Hopkins University are
experimenting with a droplet firing gun. Photographs indicate that so
far only subsonic speeds have been achieved; it is uncertain how the drop
proceeds. They plan to shoot into an evacuated space in future vrk to
avoid breskw of the drop.

Convair' 4 have made an assesmant of possible test methods and
concluded that whilst highly desirable, a method of water droplet
acceleration presents serious development problems. For the ultra-sonic
case, 20, 30 and 57 mm projectiles are being fired at speeds of M = 2-2.6
through artificial rain. In one form of apparatus in a flight of 150 ft
an average of 3 drops of water are hit. The projectile is then trapped
and arrested by compressing air in a tube in front of it. A bung in the
end of the tube is arranged to drop out just as the shell comes to rest.
In another case the head of the free flying projectile is separated and
arrested by parachute. Multiple firings are made if desired. Since
they are working on a desert site water is recirculated for the rain;
drop sizes are rather scattered. Test pieces have not been preconditioned
to simulate kinetic heating.

Rocket motored sled tests at M = 2 are planned at Edwards Air Force
Base accelerating over 3800 ft and maintaining speed for 1000 ft. A
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viiriety of test pieces such as a ceramic radcome are to be included. A
radose 106 in. long, 210 included angle and 31.6 in, diameter at the base
with a 2 in. radius nose, will be fitted with a series of light alloy wings
a catchers to determine the mass at various stations. By separate cali-
blration of damage against drop size it is hoped to study droplet survival
through. the attached shock wave.

A.P.L. are also planning a series of missile firings. The first,
knom as Pinocchio, is a wooden non-stabilised missile with a conical nose
of 300 included angle. It bears a Teflon tip as an erosion standard and,
12 stations for test pieces. The barrel is about 8 in. diameter covered
with polyester glass tape. Erosion of the unprotected wood is neglected
iLn firings through natural rain; recovery is by floating on water. Test
pieces of glass, Mycalex, ceramics etc. are proposed. A 57 mm stabilised
projectile for firing through natural rain woill consist of the same
materials with the frequent inclusion of Teflon samples as standards. In
parallel Cornell will test the same materials using samples on the rotating
arm arranged for normal impact.

Basic studies

Before outlining the results obtained a brief summary of the more
basic investigations made by Dr. Olive Engel at the National Bureau of
Standards is necessary. She first observed the behaviour of drops striking
aL flat solid surface at relatively low velocities by high speed photography.
D ring the collision the reaz of the drop retained its shape whilst the
rxemainder flowed radially outwards. By introducing a tiny crystal of
potassium dichromate into the bottom of a drop the flow of water was
mapped on a filter paper and developed with starch-iodide. This showed
that the water which struck first travelled the greatest distance in a
series of radial channels. Fran the photographs it was evident that the
horizontal velocity was much greater than the impact velocity.

Considering a single drop Dr. Engel assumes that conpressional wave-
lets are initiated at the points of contact between the effective striking
surface and the droplet. At some instant after the first impact a new
wavelet will be initiated which will reinforce that formed first. Thus
'there will be a circle of maximum pressure. Expressions wore derived for
the thickness of the disc in radial flow, for the diameter of the circle
mentioned and for the mean pressure within it. At 600 m.p.h. this is of
the order 30,000 lb/sq in. and a radial velocity of 1300 m.p.h. was
calculated. In, the Cornell tests eroded holes 2-5 times that of the
calculated circle of maximum pressure have been measured. The pressure
is independent of drop size but the diameter of the circle is a function
of drop size.

For an understanding of the erosion mechanism tyo properties of the
drop are assued: (1) that it behaves as a hard sphere and (2) that it
retains the property of flow. Impacting Plexiglas with hard steel spheres
gave crazing patterns corresponding to the tensile forces set up when a
sphere is compressed into a cavity, assuming cracks to be produced at right
angles to the imposed stress. Using lead pellets vhich have the additional
property of flow the well defined circular crack was absent. Material was
broken out along the tangential cracks in the direction away from the centre,
and in some cases a :ub-surface shear crack was observed. A comparison of
such impacts with high speed short time erosion in the Cornell rig indicated
that the mechanism was the same differing only in degree. Summarising, a
cup-shaped depression in the surface of a brittle plastic is produced by
the primary impact, with the formation of cracks which are widened and
broken up by the radially flowing liquid. A large drop produces not only
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a larger circle of damage but contains more water for the second stage. of
erosion by side wash. a

Dr. Engel discusses the erosion of metals as a two stage process of
initiation and progression. Residual surface imperfections may act as
nuclei, any pit serving as a pressure raiser (c.f. the ear trumpet)
sufficiently to penit damage within it. The scouring action of the side
wash may induce hollows capable of acting similarly. A cavitation mechanism
has been suggested as an alternative method of producing the initial
rougening. The outward mcmenttra of the water after impact may reduce the
pressure locally below the vapour pressure and permit a cavity to fprm,
which may collapse with damage to the surface. After considerable experi-
ment Dr. Engel no longer thinks this phenomenon plays any important part in
the mechanism of rain erosion. In her view the maximum resistance to
erosion will be f6und in the hardest metals, glass or ceramics which do not
depress under the primary impact, combined with high shear strength ,to
resist radial flow. These properties should be considered at the high
rates of stressing characteristic of droplet impact. Rubberlike materials
can be deformed undei' stress and will recover if sufficient time is
permitted before the next strike. Highly resilient rubbers recover
quickly, but at sufficiently high rates of compression all rubbersbehave
as hard elastic solids and will then erode like rigid low tensile strength
materials. Good stretching fatigue resistance is needed; damage accrues
YWhen the surface exhibits permanent set or insufficiently rapid recovery.

Convair are running tests using mercury or a low melting alloy
instead of water as the impacting fluid. In aluminium alloy at 400 m.p,h.
similar sized depressions were observed as those obtained with water at
M = 2. The formation of new alloys and corrosion were observed inuediately
after the metal impact and the physical form of the erosion differed from
that with water. The view was expressed at Cornell that other phenomena
mask the main effect; the balance between impact and si Le, ish damage may
be different.

Results

Subsonic speeds

An. outline of the principal results will be given dealing first with
the subsonic case as tested at Cornell.

The quantitative measurement of erosion has proved a matter of the
utmost difficulty, but in a number of cases Cornell have been able to pick
out the part of 50 per cent erosion microscopically along the edge of a
test piece, after a given period of running. Making use of the velocity
gradient along the test piece they have been able to calculate the actual
velocity for this degree of erosion. From the slope of the log plot 'of
time against velocity a variation of erosion rate with the 6-8th power of
velocity has been deduced. Because of the subjective character of the
observations the results need to be treated with some reserve. An extra-
polation to higher velocities and possibly the application of the law to
other types of material would be dangerous. Erosion is nevertheless
obviously very sensitive to impact velocity.

It vas not possible on the original apparatus to vary drop size
independently of the rainfall, but by the use of multiple jets limited tests
have been made. For a constant drop size of 1.9 n, more impacts were
required for a given amount of damage at 3 in./h than with I in./h rainfall.
This effect was attributed to interference between the mist produced at the
higher rainfall with the impacting drops. For a constant 3 in./h rainfall
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2.5um drops were 3-4 times as destructive as 1*9 mm drops. At the lower
velocitiies initiation is seen as a fatigue process; at higher speeds each
impact produces damage.

The effect of temperature on erosion has only been studied within
narrow limits and no significant variations were observed.

On flat plastic surfaces an angle of 600 between the specimen and the
path of the drop was critical. Erosion was considerably greater above
that value than below. At 150 negligible erosion was obtained. These
early results at 250 m.p.h. have been substantially confirmed for the higher
subsonic cases.

Turning now to materials, it can immediately be stated that all the
rigid brittle resins used in structural plastics are rapidly eroded under
the standard conditions of test - 500 m.p.h. in I in./h rainfall of 1.9 mr
drops. All results to be given will refer to these conditions unless
otherwise stated. Only minor improvements axe achieved by filling the
resin. Laminates with reinforcing fibres are worse than the cast resins
especially where the resin coat on the surface is thin. Improved lamin-
ates fall far short of a useful life so that the development of an erosion
resistant coating of suitable dielectric properties became inevitable.

An extensive development programme led to the application of the
2 standard Neoprenes, Gates Engineering (aco N-79 and Goodyear 23-56,
used in conjunction with the primer Bostik 1007. Space does not permit
mention of the details of the many plastic and elastmeric coating systems
that have been investigated in this programme.

The ageing characteristics of Neoprene have been open to suspicion
and somewhat variable results reported. The latest given at Cornell were
a 10 per cent drop in properties after I yearts ageing in Florida, Panama
or Alaska. There was some surface crazing and cracking and the Gaco
exhibited some chalking.

Cornell have made a detailed investigation of the effect of Neoprene

thickness and have found that

t = kd
2

where t is the erosion time, - d the thickness and k a constant of
proportionality.

Comparative flight tests have been run on panels about 8 in. long
contoured to the leading edge. The plane sustained severe buffetting.
Results were much the same as those observed on the test equipment and
not, as expected, much less severe.

Sandwich structures require adequate support of the skins by the
core material for flight in rain. Foams are superior to honeycomb in this
respect. The de-iced radomes previously described have insufficient skin
support even when skin thickness was increased fran 0.010 in. to 0.030 in.

Early experiments on glass, in the form of hard glass tubes specially
mounted, were promising. More recently test pieces of the normal aerofoil
shape have been deeply pitted in much shorter times. Cornell are not yet
satisfied with the results and have experienced difficulty with fracture
of the test specimens. They hope to run tests on samples of varying
temper.
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Tests on metals indicate that the light alloys are comparable in their
resistance with Neoprene treated laminates. The appearance of the eroded
surface is similar to that, of sandblasting. Titanium and steels wore highly
resistance at 500-600 m.p.h., though it was noted that shatpeening, which,
presumably roughened the surface, markedly increased the erosion rate of
steel. Conversely a high degree of polish can delay initiation. Three
years ago it was stated that the leading edges of research aircraft were
being Neoprene coated as a precaution against damage.

Supersonic speeds

Turning nowv to the supersonic case mention will first be made of the
effect of kinetic heating as distinct from rain erosion.

Neoprene coatings were reasonably good at 500 m.p.h. after 2 hours
heating at 375°F (19000). Under these conditions the Bostik primer becomes
thermoplastic and a new one is sought.

Of the materials with improved high temperature resistance, Kel-F,
Poly FBA, Teflon and Terelene were poor when tested under standard
conditions. Lactoprene after heating was one third as resistant as
unheated Neoprene. White materials to withstand heat flash have been
developed, including an experimental Neoprene and a Hypalon formulation.
The latter is about one third as resistant as normal Neoprene. A Neoprene
anti-static coating 23-57 has received WADC approval.

Convair found that at M = 2 a ceramic cone 3/32 in. nose radius was
unaffected daring 1- s flight. With a glass laminate nose in. thickness
was penetrated right through in the same time. A 0.030 in. sintered stain-
less steel disc suffered the same'fate either alone or with a thin ceramic
coating. A neoprene coated test piece survived 8-10 s when the rain
penetrated the coating and gouged the substrate from the point of impact to
the base. One strike at M = 2.6 had a similar effect, removing the
protective and leaving a complete score from front to rear on the light
alloy head.

The question of drop survival when passing through an attached shock
wave is considered an important one. A high density change may cause
shattering of the drop. It was stated, however, that the Unrversity of
Michigan have shown that the shook wave vrill not be effective in prodiucing
break-up or in preventing impact. The use of a metal tip to their radmes
is favoured by APL, Bell and Republic the last two on aircraft radmes in
conjunction with a long pitotstatic probe, which will have an associated
shock wave.

Conclusions

In conclusion it appears that there is at present no real answer to
the supersonic case. The use of Neoprene is of some possible value in the
missile case, but it has insuftlicient heat resistance for aircraft
application unless flight times are very short. Much more information is
required both on materials and design at these speeds; for example it is
apparent that the angle of attack suitable for the subsonic case may no
longer prove effective. The need for a laboratory test method remains:
the M.E. Dept. gun or the projection of drops into a vacuum may yield a
solution.
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9.1 Discussion

Prof. Tolansly

Might I ask one very pertinent question? When one obtains laws
expressed as the 6th or 8th power of the velocity one expects that this is
based on accurate measurement. I am very intrigued to k:now what is the
definition of erosion and how it is measured? What is the unit and with
vihat precision is it measured?

Mr. Russell

You v4 11 notice that I have said that it should be treated with
reserve. The technique that Cornell applied was to examine the whole area
Vdth a microscope and subjectively to gauge the point at which 50 per cent
of the area was covered with pits.

Prof. Tolansky

I would suggest that something much better than that could be
developed. I would throw out a suggestion now that a measure of the amount
of light scattered away from a roughened surface would be a precise measure-
ment of the amount of erosion.

Mr. Russell

The Cornell work of course deper.ds on the fact they have a velocity
gradient along the test piece. At the moment on the R.A.E. rig vie o not
have that and we are therefore unable to maike similar measurements.

Prof. Tolansk'

An easy technique would be to have an integrating sphere, to move
your sample along and to find with great precision the amount of light
scattered away. The amount of light scattered is proportional to the
amount of roughening and one could use a precision method.

Mr. H. G. Stubbsa, The Plessey Co. Ltd. (Towcester)

Might I make a suggestion that with the very high pressures involved
with drop impacts, there is a considerable amount of penetration below the
surface and a light scattering technique would only observe the surface.
Whereas one specimen may be eroded 10 times worse than another the result
with this technique would not show this difference if the bulk of the
erosion was under the surface.
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Prof. Tolansky

I was thinking of examination during the early stages of erosion.
Once it has really started I agree with you that this method would not
apply.

A speaker

Mr. Chairman, in the results s'marised by the last speaker he
emitted any mention of work done at the Hughes Aircraft Co. Has this
work stopped, is it still in progress or have wo no report on it?

Dr. M. ,G. Church, Mat.R.D.7 M.O.S.

I can add a little information on the work done at Hughes Aircraft.
When I discussed the subject with them recently their programme was based
on two forms of specimen, of which one is the same as the Convair small
conical nose which is attached. to the head of the projectile and which
after passing through the rain belt, on a horizontal range of course, is
then ejected, arrested by parachute and. collected for examination. These
cones are 20 mm base diameter with various angles and they are being
tested in a range of materials with protective coatings and also vdth
small metal nose cones. The second progranne is based on the Falcon
missile whnich is being fired, again horizontally, over a 4 mile range, using
natural rain at Mach numbers of round about 2.6. There again they are
using the first Falcon nose which is roughly hemispherical, with a 30 mm
skin of phenol formaldehyde resin-bonded glassoloth and sonetimes backed
with a cast phenolic resin in order to examine pure erosion effects and
to guard against the actual collapse of the radome. Their conclusions,
to ssnmarise very briefly, are that the Neoprene is by no means satis-
factory and that as far as possible the use of a metal tip on a conical
radome so as to ensure a glancing attack by the raindrops on the non-
metallic part of the cone, is the best solution to the problem. They
are also planning to use the sled at the Edwards Air Force Base which has
been described briefly and which does permit a selection of samples on a
test plate of up to 3 in. diameter to be carried. Tests may be made at
speeds up to a Mach number of 2. They have not so far carried out any
tests on that but we are hoping to get reports as they come through.

Dr. R. A. Roper, D. Naper and Son, Ltd.

I would like to ask Mr. Russell about the results on the Neoprene
coatings on the Cornell Rig. Do we understand him to say that tests
were not borne out by expe.ience in the air?

Mr. Russell

No, Sir, they are borne out by experience in the air. It was the
jet impingement work of Lockheed and North American earlier which did not
bear out the results of flight work and for this reason this technique has
been abandoned.

Mr. R. J. Wareing. Marston Excelsior Ltd.

First of all in Mr. Russell's remarks about the thickness of the skin
which is necessary to support the neoprene coatings, I think he said an
increase from 0.010 to 0.030 in. Does that foreshadow the fact that the
sandwich radome may become obsolete, and is the only answer a solid laminate
radcme? Secondly, did I understand fram one of his remarks that there is
a requirement to protect against heat flash?
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Mr. Russell -

As regards the first question, Mr. Chairman, support. will depend on
the pitch of the heated air ducts, which is what they were on this particular
radane. In the other direction the skins were unsupported. Thus these
considerations apply in much less measure to standard honeycombs. The
tendency I think is towards smaller cell-size honeycombs and in that: case
support would be adequate, at least for subsonic flight.

In regard to heat flash, experimentation is going ahead but there is
nothing yet approved for the purpose. I think however they are within
reasonable distance of a solution.

Mr. L. H. Mann, R. R. E., Malvern

I am dealing with that point about radome design in my talk later on.

Mr. J. H. Phillips, A.D.G.W. (G. & C.) M.e.S.

I would like to ask Dr. Church a question on his statement that a
metal tip is preferred on a conical radome. Is this based on experimental
evidence or theoretical considerations?

Dr. Church

On experimental evidence but I cannot supply any details of the
results.

10 PROTECTIVE COATIND TO MIST RAIN EROSION
J. MAC!=, CMSTRy DEPARBMT, R.A.E.

At the Royal Aircraft Establishment many tests have been made on the
erosion rig using, f.n the first instance, surplus aircraft propellers
approximately 7 feet long, some made of wood and some of duralumin. The
paint schemes ane. modifications of these schemes which were tried ranged
from simple drying oil and nitrocellulose materials 1-1o heat and cold cured
epoxy and polyurethane mixes,, Specification and experimental formulations
were submitted by some of the large paint manufacturers and by the Paint
Research Station. Coating materials based on polyvinyl butyral, polyvinyl
chloride, polyvinyl acetate and co-polymers, on natural rubber and
synthetic rubbers including grades of Neoprene other than the grade used
to meet the present specification (D.T.D.856) wore also used. Of many
other plastic materials only polyurethane sheet (Vulcollan) gave erosion
resistance approaching that of the Neoprene coating.

The coating scheme based on Neoprene which gives by far the best
erosion resistance, if properly applied, consists of the components
listed in Appendix I. However practically no improvement in rain erosion
resistance will be obtained unless two main requirements are met, viz. a
good glass laminate moulding and a carefully applied Neoprene coating.
This is amply illustrated by two typical photographs of glass laminate
cylinders after a standard test on the whirling arm rig.

In ?ig.24 a poor quality laminate made with heat cleaned cloth and
having pin holes and voids has been coated with some difficulty to produce
a good film of the approved Neoprene. The first effect of testing such
protected laminates is a powdering and delamination of the glass clot. and
resin under the neoprene film. This film, with practically no loss in
thickness, eventually disrupts through, by breakdown in adhesion in times
of 20 to 90 minutes.
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In Fig. 25 the test piece, a good quality void-free laminate made with
vinyltrichlorosilane-treated cloth, has been coated with an equival. nt thick-
ness of the approved Neopi ene. Here tne only visible change is a jradual
roughening of the surface unil eventually the Neoprene coating is eroded
right through to the laminate. The time for this to happen generally varies
from 3J to 4-. hours when using test pieces of this description.

Unless some care is taken to meet these two major requirements a
complete glass laminate component may be condemned even without subjection to
rain erosion (the flaws will show up in fair weather flying) and the high
speed fighter or bomber aircraft is consequently grounded.

The method of application of the approved Neoprene scheme is described
fairly thoroughly in Appendix I. At an early date experiments were made
with a conventional drying oil type of primer and although it could be
applied, under certain conditions, in combination with the Neoprene finish
to give initially good protection yet the system failed after a period of
storage through loss of adhesion between the Neoprene and the primer. It
is therefore important that glass laminates should be free from all the
usual paint type materials including fillers, stoppers and chalk or kalin
pastes.

The Appendix may be found to differ in minor details from the process
specification (D.T.D.926) but this does not imply that the specification is
in error as application according to its requirements will give excellent
erosion resistance. However the further clarification which is given
should simplify the application process quite considerably and, as far as
possible, will be embodied in the specification together with any suitable
improvements which manufacturers may now be able to add from their
experience of the use of these Neoprene solutions. The complete operation
of the application of the Neoprene scheme is one in which a certain amount
of skill has to be acquired by trial and error, but with perseverance it
will become no more difficult than obtaining a good smooth finish with
orthodox paints.

There is a hint on drying times wich may be helpful. If the
finishing room (well ventilated by exhaust fans) is maintained at a
slightly raised t emperature, application of the materials will be
facilitated quite considerably because of the more positive drying of
each coat of finish. A temperature above 350C must not be used because
this appears to upset the uniform evaporation of the solvents and lo al
concentrations give rise to surface bubbles and adhesion failures. The
slightly raised temperature is very useful especially in spray application
where a large number of coats have to be applied in one day.

It will be seen that stress is laid on the application of very thin
coats both for the primer and for the finish. The number of coats of
finish given should be taken as a minimum. It has been found that the
quantity of thinners required often varies somewhat with the age of the
materials and whether the container has previously been opened. Using a
fresh batch of Neoprene cement and diluting with three volumes of thinners,
30 spray coats were required to give a 0.010 inch thick film. This gives a
very fine finish but may cause a little difficulty in completion of the
application in one day. To get a really good finish, the operator, when
using brush application, should strive for a thickness of not more than
0.00075 inch per coat, and when using the spray gun, for not more than
0.0005 inch per coat. Recent tests have also showm that only the first
coat of primer need be applied by brush and the remainder may then be
completed by spray gun application.
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Effect of cure

The results of tests on rain erosion resistance of D.T.D.856 neoprene
coating at various times after application are shown in Table I.

TABLE I

Sample Time at 2000 Thickness Time to produce
before test inches x 103' equivalent erosion

A 16 hours 11 2 hours 15 minutes

B 38 hours 17 2 " 30

C 3 days 17 2 40

D 13 days 11 2 35

E 13 days 17 2 35 "

X 13 days 10 1 hour 5 minutes

Although the Neoprene coatings on the glass laminate sample test.
pieces A, B, C, D and E are not cured or vulcanised in the accepted sense
of rubber vulcanisation (e.g. by tests on resistance to solvents) yet they
dried ccipletely tack free in 6 hours or less at 2000 and acquired quite
considerable erosion resistance after 16 hours.

The coating on sample X is worthy of note. It was applied and
dried in the same manner as the other coatings yet no accelerator
(vulcanising agent)was used. It is therefore not quite clear what
connection there is between vulcanisation and. rain erosion resistance and
further tests are being made. The glass laminate test pieces used in
these experiments were of commercial quality and the resistance to rain
erosion is therefore somewhat low.

Conditions affecting protective value

(a) Use of fillers, stoppers or paints.

Examples of the application of those materials to radaoms either
unwittingly or as a means of filling and smoothing minor imperfections have
led to failures, sometimes of a delayed nature., to the external Neoprene
coating.

(b) Insufficdent preparation with garnet paper.

In several instances very low adhesion, as shown by easy stripping of
the can lete neoprene coating, has obviously been due to this cause. The
present of parting agents and contamination after cleaning have also given
trouble.

(c) Exceptionally thick priming coats.

Thick coats will bridge pin holes and minor imperfections of poor
quality laminates. Nunerous local failures by blistering and poor adhesion
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have been attributed to this condition and the recumendations given in
Appendix I for he application of the primer should be carefully observed.
Delay before application of the Neoprene finish on top of the primer also
causes adhesion failures.

The effect of other conditions on erosion resistance are amplyillustrated by the results of whirling arm experiments on various qualities

of glass laminate test pieces protected with the approved Neoprene coating.
These results are shown in Table II and further comments are given in
paragraphs d, e and f.

TALE II

Descrition Thickness of Neoprene Time to produce
of sample Inches x i03 equivalent erosion

Loom-state glass 13 0 hours 45 minutes
cloth laminate

Heat-cleaned glass 16 1 hour 20 "
cloth laminate

Treated cloth but poor 14 2 hours 15 "
uality laminate
voids, pin holes etc.)

Treated cloth but resin 14 2 " 15 "
starved laminate

Good laminate made with 14 4 0 "
treated cloth
(V.T.S. finish)

0Goo laminate made with 17 4 " 25 "
treated cloth
(Garan finish)

(d) Surface flaws and voids

These defects make it difficult to obtain a good smooth finish
during the application of the Neoprene coating and, on many occasions, have
been found to be the cause of early failure in flight.

(e) Resin starved laminates

Blistering and generally poor adhesion of Neoprene coatings has been
observed on glass laminate components in this category. Because of the
porosity of such surfaces, solvents become entrapped under the Neoprene
coating and cause blistering later. There is also poor adhesion of the
primer due to deficiency of resin on the surface of the laminate. When
erosion penetrates the Neoprene coating, delamination of layers of glass
fabric is responsible for drastic spread of damage.

(f) Condition of glass fabric.

Table II shows that the best erosion resistance is obtained with
Neoprene 'coatings applied to glass laminates made up with treated cloth.
Such cloth gives better wetting of the fibres by the resin and so greatly
assists the preparation of laminates free from voids.
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APF.E'MIX I

The materials, approved to the latest issue of the specification,
consist of the following components in separate containers:-

Primer - Bostik 9252 The B.B. Chemical Co. Ltd.,
Leicester.

Finish - Top Coat Base Cement Ref. 1801-0 The Goodyear Tyre &

Accelerator Ref. 983-C Rubber Co. Ltd.,

Thinners -. Diluting Solvent Ref. 1803-C I Wolverhampton

Method of Application

Preparation of radomes

A preliminary point viich requires attention in this connection is
that if water soluble parting agents have been used in the moulding process
the radome should be thoroughly washed with warm water and completely dried
before rubbing down with garnet paper. To obtain good adhesion it is
essential to ensure that a smooth even matt finish is obtained over the
complete surface of the radome by using the grades of garnet paper
recommended in the specification and in the correct order. A satisfactory
result cannot be obtained either by the use of other abrasive papers or by
the use of coarser grades of garnet paper. In the first case the papers
rapidly become clogged with resin and in the second case a small number of
deep and deleterious scratches are produced. After swarf and dust have
been removed and the radome surface cleaned with toluene or other approved
solvent there must be no surface contamination by handling etc.

Primer

In order to obtain the best possible adhesion to poor laminates it is
essential that the primer should be sufficiently dilute to flow into pin
holes and other snall interstices. If the priming coat is too thick
bridging of these imperfections occurs resulting in weak spots. With
proper dilution, the application of two coats should give a total thickness
of from 0.0005 inch to 0.00075 inch and should never exceed 0.001 inch,

A dilution of the Bostik primer, after stirring well, with two parts
of toluene has been found satisfactory. The first coat should be applied
fairly rapidly vrith a full brush followed by the use of a quick light stroke
to remove any streaks i*ich may form on the wet coating. Brushing on the
second coat of primer often tends to remove slightly some of the first coat
but it has been found that the second coat can be sprayed on satisfactorily
and simultaneously prevents this minor difficulty. The spray gun must be
held close to the work in order not to cause cob-webbing and a fairly low
pressure of 20 to 30 lb/sq in. used for atomising.

At normal room temperature (not less than 1800) each priming coat
dries in 5 to 10 minutes but not less than 20 minutes or more than 60
minutes should elapse between cumpletion of the application of the primer
and commencement of the application of the first coat of finish.

Finish

The top coat base cement and the accelerator should be thorougly
mixed in the proportions recommended by the manufacturer and diluted to the
desired consistency for either brush or spray application. For brush
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application toluene is suitable but for spray application the blend of

thinners supplied by the manufacturer must be used.

(a) Brush application

To obtain a smooth even coating free fron pinholes and occluded
bubbles a thickness of 0.00075 inch per coat should be aimed for i.e. the
application of 13 to 14 coats to give the required optimun total thickness
of 0.010 inch. This has been obtained by taking I part of toluene, I part
of top coat base cement and the required quantity of accelerator and stirring
together until huogeneous.

(b) Spray application

With suitable dilution it is possible to apply the complete coating of
finish by spray. This dilution should give a thickness of 0.0005 inch to
0.00075 inch per coat i.e. the application of about 20 coats to give the
optimum total thickness of 0.010 inch. This has been obtained by taking
3 parts of the thinners supplied by the mwiufacturer, I part of top coat
base cement and the required quantity of accelerator and stirring together
until homogeneous. Once again the spray gun must be held fairly close to
the work and with 20 to 30 lb/sq in. atamising pressure a uniform wet, but
not heavy, coat of finish applied.

(c) DryinA time

With these procedures for brush or spray application a drying time of
not less than 10 minutes or more than 60 minutes for each coat of finish has
been found satisfactory provided the room temperature does not drop below 180C.

Note The proportions for dilution of the primer and finish for either brush
or spray application are given as a guide only, as coating is dependent on the
individual operator, the equipment and the materials. The main requirement
is that the thickness of each coat and consequently the nmber of coats
applied, should be as near as possible to that recommended.

10.1 Discussion

Mr. R. J. Wareing. Marston Excelsior

I am very interested in Mr. Mackay's last few tables showing the
effects of curing time on the erosion properties of the Neoprene. At the
present time the specification requirement is that the radame shall stand in
a dust-free atmosphere for 7 days. At various times that specification has
been modified to 14 days and 28 days. From vdhat you have said the coating
is not only fully erosion resistant after 16 hours but it seems also that the
requirement to stand in a dust-free atmosphere for such a length of time is
unreasonable. Radones are very big things and to stand radames around in
the production shop for a fortnight is very hard on the manufacturers.

Mr. Mackay

These results were only obtained recently and consequently the
specification has not been amended at the present time. The main purpose
of the investigation however was to show that although the Neoprene may not
be fully vulcanised after 7 days yet this wras ample time for the development
of satisfactory rain erosion resistance. It was Neoprene coatings vhich
were unsatisfactory for other reasons that gave rise to suggestions that the
curing time should be eztended. I think it is most important that the
finished radomes do stand in a dust-free atmosphere as the presence of even
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minute particles on the surface of the coating provide nuclei on which rain

erosion may start. OF

Mr. A. Cooper, Expanded Rubber Co.

I was surprised to know the slight difference there appeared to be
between vulcanised and unvulcanised coatings. I would have expected a far
greater difference. Does this not indicate that what is required is a
soft. undercoat? Has that been tried at all? Has a far softer campound.
next to the glass laminate and then finiehed off with an outer coat of fully
vulcanised Neoprene been used?

Mr. Mackay

I think this is a very worthwhile suggestion but I cannot recall any
tests which have been done with a softer undercoat. It is known that
there must be a good strong bond between the Neoprene finish and the glass
laminate. The softer canpoun& would probably allow the Neoprene to be
distorted and finally to be ruptured under the repeated high speed impacts
with rain drops,

Mr. J. W. Denson, Good~fear Tyre and Rubber Co. (G.B.) Ltd

Before we get the idea that Neoprene does not require vulcanising I
think we will have to do a lot more work and. I think we should study these
figures a little more closely. It will be seen that the unvulcanised
coating gave roughly half the resistance of the vulcanised one and yet it
stood for 13 days which was several times longer than the 16 hour one, so
that vulcanising has a considerable effect. Even v ere there is no
accelerator added a certain amount of structure formation takes place, and
the 7 days which is the present requirement while it is more than is
necessary, is a good overall, foolproof time: and it has been stated that
in emergencies it can be used in a matter of 2 or 3 days. We must remember
the difference between making and covering radomes in the laboratory under
absolutely perfect conditions and covering them in commercial practice
where all sorts of things may go wrong. Consequently one must have this
factor of safety, and I think that that is a thing we must remember.

Mr. P. L. Britton, Armstrong Whitworth Ltd.

Is there any relation at all between the thickness of the Neoprene
and its life? Is the 0.010 inch as required in the specification so
critical?

Mr. Russell

In my paper this morning I described Cornell work in which the time
to erode was given as being proportional to the square of the thickness.
I am afraid that our friends at R.R.E. wll not allow us to exceed the
thickness required by the specification.

Mr. G. A. D. Shaw, Vickers Armstrong Ltd. (Weybridge)

Can we expand the subject to include the case of dielectric covers
in leading edges where the critical radiation at centimetric wavebands is
not present?

Dr. Megson

Mr. Mann will probably cover this in the next paper.
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ii RAOM DESIGN WIITH RESPET TO ELECTRICAL AND RAIN IESISTNCE PROPEVIES

L. H. MANN, RADAR RSEARCH ESTABLISHMT.

The modern radome problem

The advent of the supersonic aircraft has presented many serious
problems in the field of rame design, and has at the same time emphasized
the urpnt need for improved techniques of radome manufacture if the
mechanical and electrical requirements of the radome designer are to be met.
Concurrently with the demand for design and construction suitable for high
speed aircraft has ome a caplexity of the radar system which requires more
exacting electrical performance from the radome itself, for it should be
clearly understood at the outset that from the electrical aspect, the radme
is part of the aerial system with which it is associated, and that any
inadequacies, whether of design or manufacture, will promote distortions of
the radiation diagram on account of reflection losses in the radme, diffrac-
tion effects at discontinuities, and the effect of variation of path length
as the radiation traverses the radame transparency. To these effects must
be added that of true absorption loss, Yvith its effect on transmitted and
received power, and consequent loss of range. Current radome materials
are however moderately good dielectrics, and although absorption loss is
always undesirable, its elimination is not the dominant question, and the
problems of modern radome design still centre on the elimination or
reduction of reflection, diffraction and path length errors.

Side by side with the satisfaction of these electrical requirements,
a number of new mechanical problems arise in the supersonic aircraft radame.
Chief among these are (i) erosion resistance of the structure at the high
speeds involved, and (2) the demand for materials of satisfactory and
consistent mechanical and electrical properties up to temperatures of 2000C
or more, as the radome, like all other parts of the aircraft structure, will
be subject to the effect of kinetic heating.

Trends in radmne desi~n

Future trends in aircraft radcme development appear to fall into two
main categories, i.e.,

(1) Conical or near conical structures for nose installation, of
total cone angle 300 or less.

(2) Long windows, of length up to 50 feet, for si&eways looking
radars for reconnaissance purposes.

The favoured radio frequency is still in the X Band range, but there is
likely interest in Q Band for radames in both categories. There appears
to be little future interest in S Band and loever frequencies, and this note
will therefore confine itself to the problem of desiXn in the X and Q Bands.

Choice of ra&dme desin

In any new problems there are a variety of basic radume designs vhich
are on a first analysis suitable for meeting the electrical requirements of
low reflection and freedom from beam distortion.

These are (1) a homogeneous dielectric, of effective thickness equal to one
half wavelength

(2) a thin walled single sandwich, the walls being spaced one
quarter wavelength by an expanded core of low dielectric
constant
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(3) a thick walled single sandwich, similar to (2), but whose
walls are effectively those of the comparatively simple
deasign of (i)

(4) a thin walled double sandwich, which is most simply conceived
of as two single sandwiches of the second desig in intimate
contact

(5) a 'bloomed layer' radome, consisting essentially of design
(1) with reflection matching layers, approximately a quarter
wavelength thick, on each surface.

Each of these five fundamental types has its own intrinsic adlvantages end
disadvantages, which may briefly be sumarised as follows:-

(a) Homogeneous dielectric radome

This has the great advantage from the electrical stanapoint that the
reflectionless half wavelength thickness (vwhich is a function of the angle
of incidence of the radiation) is theoretically the same for all polarisa-
tions of the radiation. This is of particular importance for radcmes whiere
the incidence angle is high, or those in wich the range of angles in scan-
ning covers moat of the available range between 00 and 900, and circular
polarised systems naturally must favour this type. Its chief disadvantage,
as compared with the sandwich typesp is the relatively large weight penalty
and often the time of construction.

(b) Thin walled single sandwich radome

The reflectionless thickness changes much more rapidly than with
radomes of the previous type, and for a radome of high electrical performance
( which we will define as one in which no incident ray shall have a reflec-
tion coefficient in power of more than 2%) it is found that the construction
may be used only if the angles of incidence do not much exceec 600. It
therefore remains, where it has always stood, an excellent type of design
for the near normal incidence radome.

(c) Thick walled single sandwich radome

This is an attempt to reduce the reflections of the skins of the
sandwich by a matching technique, and it is an effective measure if angles
of incidence are not high. It does nothing hovwver, to solve the high
incidence problem, and at the same time because of the greater thicknesses
involved, radame aberration errors are more serious. The weight penalty
makes it unattractive for an X Band application; it is however a possible
design at Q Band.

(d) Double sandwich radome

This design arose naturally from the single sandwich in an attempt to
improve the acceptable range of angle of incidence, and theoretically
the design is very effective if the polarisation is maintained perpendicular
to the plane of incidence, when angles up to 750 may be covered. It is
less effective for the orthogonal polarisation, so that if in a given design
all polarisations must be covered, the limiting angle of incidence must
probably be set at about 700.

(e) Bloomed layer radome

This radme employs the well known optical technique of surface
matching layers a quarter wavelength thick and having a dielectric constant
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the geametric mean between that of the core material and tha, of free space. I -
An advantage of the construction is that, unlike the sandwich types, it has
a cmpletely non-critical core thickness, and it is also very well matched
provided that the range of angle of incidence is aot too large. An obvious
disadvantage is its relatively great weight (it must be heavier than a
corresponding construction of type (a)), and it i' not likely to be favoured
unles great mechanical strength is at. a prnium.

Materials

It is true to say that no completely satisfactory substitute has been
found for woven glass clothi laminated in layers with polyester resin, as a
basic radome material. Much, however, needs to be done to improve tech-
niques of manufacture in order to improve consistency of the final product.
For a fine angled conical radxne, the final structure for fully efficient
operation would require a dielectric constant consistent to I per cent and
this means that presence of voids in the laminate, and conversely the
presence of resin accretions, are not to be tolerated. All the emphasis.
in the forward looking requirements must be on material consistency, both
initially and during life and it is to this end that the use is recommended
of low alkali cloth, pre-treated by the V.T.S. or Garan processes, and the
use of resins (such as the Bakelite SR 17449) of good characteristics up to
temperatures of 15000 or perhaps higher. Much however remains to be done
to evaluate possible resins for consistency of dielectric constant and loss
up to these elevated temperatures, and it should at the same time be
remembered that if the requirement for high temperature operation is to be
extended, these newer polyester resins (even nowv rather marginal in
mechanical performance) will have to be replaced. Here the use of sili-
cones has been suggested but the problem of laminating with these materials
to the necessary conditions of consistency has not yet been tackled in this
country.

Manufacturing techniques

The conical nose radame has already been mentioned as a problem for
the aircraft of the future. If the cone angle is not to exceed 300, angles
of incidence will 'be at least 750 in the direction of forward view for all
rays from the contained aerial system. If, at the same time there is a
requirement for wide angle scaning, and the absence of radome reflections
hich can lead to spurious signpal returns, then from what has been said

earlier it appears that the favoured design for an X Band radme would be
a homogeneous solid laminate whose wall thickness would be suitably tapered
towards the rear in order to maintain the reflectionless half wavelength
condition under all conditions of incidence. Tolerances on laiiinate thick-
ness will be tight - particularly in the nose region - and of the order of
plus or minus 0.004 in. In the nose itself the dielectric material will
be replaced by a metal plug, shaped to correct external contour, in order to
alleviate erosion at the most forward point, and from electrical considera-
tion the base diameter of the plug should not exceed one twentieth of the
mirror aperture. For the achievement of this type of radame, positive
male and female moulding tools appear to be essential. Lay up of the
laminate. (on, say, the male mould) should ensure the complete absence of cloth
overlaps and all precautions should be taken to see that the laminate is
void free. The use of a transparent flexible bag with vacuum pressure, as
an intermediate stage before the application of the female mould and the
curing cycle is probably essential if all voids in the final structure are
to be eliminated.

Long windows for sideways looking radars are an easier problem, and
the electrical characteristics would be readily met by a single sandwich
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constr'ction, either thin walled (for X Band) or thick walled (for Q Band).
In order to satisfy the requiranent for operation at hrigh temperature a
glass honeycomb core is essential. There are still the same probl&as of
making skins homogeneous and of consistent electrical thickness, Wid the
bond to the honeycomb core must be carefully controlled if the resulting
sandwich is 'to be fully satisfactory electrically. Also in a Q 1and
radome, the size of the honeycomb mesh and the wall thickness rill need
careful appraisal.

Erosion problems

It will be seen that the'typbs 'of ridme so far diclisied wil. have
their exposed dielectric surfaces very oblique to the line of impapt of the
rain drops. On the basis of ezistin knowledge at subsonic speeds (Vhaere
it has been foxmd that erosion is imperceptible v~th anggles of attack of,
150 or less) it might be thought that the problem was alle- iated, but -too
little is "at present knov of the conditions of erosion at supersonic
speeds to allow for any present confidence. In paticular, in the coical
radme, 3"t might be expected that erosion woul4 be severe at the junction
between the metal nose cap and the rademe structure proper, and infonation
on the extent of this, and steps to be taken to minimise erosion, is
urgently needed.

Where an erosion resistant layer is re;4red, it Y.ll have to be of
controlled thickness and to be allowed for electrically in the radome
design. It is vell knomwn that Neoprene, as at present in use, is applied
to a thickness of 0.010 inch and a plup aDi minus tolerance of 0.001 in.
is asked for, and seldom achieved, on ex*sing.t-echn.queso Conrol of
Neoprene application to within specified linits, will be imperative in
fine angled conical radomes for the future.

Fran the electrical standpoint, Neoprene is a reasonably satisfactory
material, as its dielectric constant is not far rmoeye . from that of the
glass cloth laminate to which it is applied, and a straightfoward
compensation by removing an equivalent thickness of glass cloth). is
reasonably effective electrically over a wide range of angles of incidence.
If however, alternative resists were. proposed, vose dielectric eostants
vere (say) similar to those of polythene or P.T,.F.E , and conseqently
about half that of the underlying laminate, electrical coopensaeti6n for
the resist layer would not be satisfactory over a -dde range of incidert
angles, and the performance of a radnme would suffer unless the.laninate
could be brought into closer electrical compatibility with the resist
itself. This would effectively mean that a search would have to be made
for radome materials of lcow dielietric constant, and here a ivorc of warning
is necessary. While reduction 'of dielectric constant from (say) the
value of' 4 of existing laminates will always assist in reduoing refleciions,
or alternatively in idening thickness tolerances, radome aberration errors
consequent upon.path length variations, ten&.to worsen to-ards, a pessimum
Val.e before declining to zero for the .dielectric constant of, free space.
In fact, for a cone of total angle 30°., the thqoretical'pessiraum value of
dielect-ric constant is 2 on consideration of primary aberration errors,
(i.e. ignoring the effect of multa.ple reflections) and it is worth
remarking that this value is very close to. the dielectric. constant of
P.T.F.E. It should however be realised that this theoretical analysis
ignores the effect of mismatch, which may tond to doinat6 as the dielectric
constant is increased, and the theqretical estimate of aberration is thts
a com.plicated problem whiich pr-bbably neds individual assossment for each
chosen radome shape. But as a general guiding principle, and taking all
factors 'f electrical design into consideration it does not seem wise to
contemplate a reduction of dielectic constant of homogeneous dielectric
radomes below a value of 3.0.
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11.1 Discussion

Mr. S. C Dunn, The English Electric Co.

Mr. Gopertz, of the English Electric Canpany, has put forward a
theory of radome aberration based on the insertion phase shift in a ncminally
X /2 thick wall. This theory suggests that aberration will decrease signi-
ficantly if the dielectric constant is rednuced. Experiments with a poly-
thene radome did not realise this expectation so a radome was made with a
phenolic resin foamed to a dielectric constant of approximately 1.2. The
aberration records looked very like those obtained for other radomes, but
the following points must be taken into consideration:-

1 So as to be strong enough the wall was in fact X thick.

2 An appreciable number of bubbles were of diameter greater than
0.1 V.

The radcme, which was 64 in. long with a base diameter of 18 in. and
circular arc profile, was foamed between an accurate male and a rough female
mould. The female mould was then removed and the shape accurately machined

Mr. Mann

I am not quite sure what the aberration is affected by.

Mr. Dunn

By reducing Y frcm values. between 3 and 4. to values fairly near
unity. I would like to ask a question too. Has the effect of putting on
layers of Neoprene been measured as regards the actual value of aberration?

Mr. Mann

It probably has been measured incidentally but I cannot quote any
figures to you.

Mr. Goacher

I should like to state that although Mr. Mann was referring to air--
craft radcmes we have been making guided weapons radomes of silicone resins
for sane time, and there are one or two points about them that it would
probably be as well to mention. Firstly, although I do. not know if it has
been tested I should imagine that the resistance of a silicone laminate to
erosion would be very poor because as resins go$ at room temperature any-
way, they are not very good. They are quite porous and full of voids,
even in a good silicone radcnme. Secondly, Neoprene is not much good on
silicone radmes as it does not adhere very well to the silicone laminate
and it is possible to apply a very good protective coating of Neoprene and
peel it off by hand. Silicone rubber can be made to stick to these
laminates but I do not know what the erosion resistance of silicone rubber
is likely to be.

Mr. Mann

Would you say that you have studied the manufacturing technique
sufficiently on the silicone resins because I am interested to hear what
you have done, as in most of these problems the solution comes out after
a very considerable time? How long have yo z been working on this problem?
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Mr. Goacher

About 2 years. We must have 'made about- 100 'radoees or so. We
started off with vacuum moaulding and we are now using matched metal moulds.

We are prodncing a reasonable-looking radome, which has been mechanically
tasted for the necessary strength and I believe that it has very good
aberration characteristics and very low loss at high, temperatures. Its
electrical characteristics do- not change much vrith .tempprature. Y-le could
probably improve on them quite a lot if the 'shape of the radcme, wh:Lch- is
at present hemispherical$ could be changed,

Mr. Russell

I should like to ask Mr. Ooacher to whiat temperature he has testpd in
the high temperature case, because silicone laminates are Linder severe
suspicion of being thermoplastic at high temperatures.

Mr. Goacher

Yes, that is true, they are slightly thermoplastic, but so, far as
we have been able to find, on rather linited mechanical. testing, the strength
of a silicone radcme, or rather of a piece cut from a silicone radome,
crossed over at about 20000 with the strength of a Bakelite polyester 17"k.9
radame. At ?500C in spite. of the slight thermoplasticity, vhich is reduced
by a very long cure, the silicone laminate is superior to the polyester.

Mr. Russell

I was thinking actually of temperatures somehat greater than that.
In discussion with Goodyear Aviation they mentioned the sagging of radomes
at 7000 F. (that is 37000). As for the rain erosion resistance, of 'silicone
rubber, it is shocking.

Mr. Goacher

I should mention perhaps that we are not banking on silicone rubbers
to prevent rain erosion. We have assumed that laminate just Oontt.stand
'P to it and ve have made provision for another method of pr6tection vAiich
night be of interest. It is a glass cap vwich fits over the nose of the
radome and is shattered by a small explosive pellet innediately before
firing the missile. We think that the glass cap will certainly suffice to
prevent erosion during carry and during climbing to altitude. That is the
best we can think of to overcome the problems whdile we, are getting a really
good vray of doing it.

Mr. Stubbs, Plessey Co.

May I ask Mr. Russell why the tests were being done at 37000?

Mr. Russell

i do not think we ought to enter into any discussion with regard to
any particular zemperature. They (Goodyear Aviation) have obviously got
some special project in mind.

.Mr. Stubbs

This is not just the normal requirement for aircraft 'at sIersonic
speeds?

Mr. Russell

Undoubtedly it will be.
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12 VOID FM'E LAfUNKTES FOR RADCH CTISTRUOTIIN
L. N. PHILLIPS, CI STRY fEPART WT, R.A.E.

Mr. Mackay has shown how great improvement in erosion resistance can
be obtained when the standard Neoprene coating is applied over a void-free
laminate, as compared with the same Neoprene applied over a conventional
laminate. In other words the quality of the base is of the utmost
imortance and. the radne designer should now think in terms of the best
quality, that is the void free quality, as the only quality for his base
material.

A great deal of work has been done just recently on the methods of
production of void-free laminates (both here at Farnborough and by a few
industrial concerns) ana there is nothing difficult or impossible about
them.

With the use of surface-treated glass cloth and a polyester resin
v.ich is not too viscous, then. whether or not a void-free laminate is
obtained depends entirely on technique. There are two basic principles
to be observed. First of a'l, the air wich is normally trapped during
the laying-up process must be swept from the laminate by a stream of resin.
Second the cure cycle must be controlled so that gas bubbles due to the
ex';therm do not appear in the resin during or after gelation. The conditions
after gelation are most important. A perfect void-free lay up, when it is
rigid enough to handle can be ruined by putting in an oven at 70-80O because
the vhole laminate becomes uniformly covered vith bubbles.

There are four main techniques vich can be used for making double
curvature void free skins as distinct from laboratory methods making only
flat sheet.

First there is the use of a vacuum bag -which hw5 very little resemb-
lance to the bag technique which is currently used in this country for
making radames. In the present method a rather low resin content is used.
After the lay up is finished a venting layer and a thick ru'fber bag is placed
over the assembly. A vacuum of some 26-28 inches of mercury is applied and
then oven cure takes place at i00-1100C for'l to 2 hours. Fxperience shows
that the combination of deficiency of resin, opaque bag, high vacuum and
rapid hot cure is conducive to the formation of a large number of voids in
b laminate.

To achieve a void free lay up an excess rather than a deficiency of
resin must be used, the excess being used to squeeze out the bubbles. This
operation requires a transparent bag so that the bubbles can be seen and,
removed by manual pressure. No venting layer is needed between the laminate
and the bag so the bag must part directly from the rosin. The initial stages
of gelation must be carried out without heating and under little vacuum: too
high a vacuum promotes vaporization and bubble formation as already described.

In the autoclave method, which is gaining favour in the U.S.A., the
initial vacuum process and technique remain as before, but when the voids
have been removed, the assembly is autoclaved under a further 30 lb/sq in.
pressure.

The pressure injection method has been introduced by the Brist.
Aeroplane Company. Very briefly the method consists of positioning the dry
glass cloth between two accurately made moulds, and pumping in resin as a
suitable point so as to flush out the air from the laminate. This is a very
ingenious system and is being demonstrated at the British Plastics Convention
on 9th June, 1955.
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The vacuum injection method, developed sane years ago by Dr. Muskat,
is being used by English Electric, Luton for missile radomes. It uses two
matched moulda as for the pressure method, but the resin is sucked up
through the cloth frcm a trough at the bottom.

While on the subject of radme construction, mention should be made
of low density cores. As aircraft operating temperatures increase, there
is a danger that the chemically expanded plastic and Hycar cores will not
be strong enough and consequently the mechanically expanded cores particu-
larly the honeycomb type may be used increasingly for this type of work.
There are two main defects to be overcome with honeycombs for radane
construction. First is the lack of accuracy on core thickness. With the
sawn honeycomb in particular the cut edges of the sheet have a somewhat
springy fuzz of glass fibre, therefore, it is important that the apparatus
which is set up for checking the thickness of the sheet should be loaded to
give the same compressive stress which the core will experience during the
bonding process. The second problem is in connection with glueing. It
is difficult to get a good bond between a void free skin (prefabricated
separately) and the honeycomb, by just brushing the skin irith resin before
assembly. One method which seems very good is to use a thin ply of glass
cloth as a wet glue line, in conjunction with a dipped or roller coated
deposit of resin on the honeycomb itself. In this way one can ensure
that both surfaces have been wetted and that the two wet areas are brought
into intimate contact.

One should not get the unpression that all is known about void-free
laminates, but it is clear that comercial production is a few weeks or
months rather than a few years away.

In conjunction with AoI.Do work has just been started on a specifi-
cation requiring an improved quality laminate.

A report on the present method of production of void-free laminates
in radome construction will be published shortly.

12.1 Discussion

Mr. D. N. Hunter, D. Napier & Son Ltd

Could Mr. Phillips please tell me of what particular material the
transparent vacuum bag is comprised?

Mr. Phillips

This particular material is a grade of plasticised Vinylite, the
vinyl acetate-chloride copolymer made by Bakelite Ltd. I am glad you
mentioned it because I would like to draw attention to the sealing of this
bag. It is something thal we have been developing with the firm of Plysu
Products Ltd. No-mally you make a bag such as that by an electronic
welding process but we have been very worried about these little knobs
where the lap joints meet. The importance of this bag is that we have
attempted to make joints hich are of a single thickness only and the
method used is very interesting. First of all you make your normal lap
joint just twice the thickness and then you take a much broader electrode,
pass the whole seam back again through this electrode, and you squash the
double down to the single thickness.

Mr. P. Alberricci, A. V. Roe and Co. Ltd.

Mr. Phillips, could you give us an idea of the maximum operating
temperature of that type of bag and the life that you could expect of it?
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Mr. Phillips

Maximun temperatures - a few degrees above room temperature for reasons
which I have explained. The life is indefinite.

Mr. Alberricei

That immediately brings up the problem of what to do when you are trying
to make a 14 ft radome.. You could not use a roan temperature activated resin
because the whole thing takes at least 24 hours to lay-up and you have got to
use a heat catalysed type of system,

Mr. Phillips

No Sir, you make an assumption which is quite unjustified. I would
agree that you cannot use the normal sort of catalysis where you gel in an
hour or so. You would use an ultra-vilet system of cure. You would have
your long lay-up time with no danger of gelation and then you would wheel the
assembly beneath a bettery of ultra-violet lamps and trigger it off in that
way. I am quite sure that hot curing is the way to disaster.

Mr. Alberricci

Further to that point there was a lot of work done in America which
stated that 700 was the critical temperature and below that point in actual
fact you got void free laminates, but above this temperature you did get the
pin holes, gassing of the monomer etc., that is present in a typical coner-
cial laminate.

Mr. Phillips

There are three things here, time, temperature and vacuum. You
cannot say categorically a particular temperature is or is not critical.
With a very strong vacuum you can suck off enough monaner at room tempera-
ture to give you enough voids to make you worried. You cannot say
categorically that XC. is the limit and below it you would obtain void
free laminates.

Mr. Alberricci

Is it true to say that most of the American radomes which are very
good are not made with an ultra-violet catalysed system?

Mr. D. J. Hodgson, Microcell Ltd.

There is a rapid switchover in the U.S. to ultra-violet curing for this

very reason and to avoid any undue heating of the radome during its manufac-
ture.

Mr. Alberricci

What is the point at issue? Shrinkage am to temperature or boiling
off of the monomer?

Mr. Phillips

Boiling off of the monomer. I
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Mr. Alberx ooi

A further approach to this would be to produce a non volatile monomer
if you could get 4.t. The point is it is no Joke having just put in a
20 ft long oven to go back to one' a Management and say we dontt need it and
we mnt to put in some new system. (Laughter)

Mr. Phillips

I take the point, (laughter) but I would. say this, it is no fun
either to go on to an aerodrcme and see millions of pounds worth of
machinery Just lying there useless.

r. Alberricci

I am sure we are making at 7000 laminates which are void free,
certainly as good as those exhibited on the table now.

Mr. Phillips

I should like to inspect them.

Mr. Hodgson, Microcell

I think it may be helpful if you give a definition of what you
consid.er to be void free laminate. We have had this discussion before.
That in fact at this juncture do you consider a void free laminate?

Mr. Phillips

That is a point. I do say if you get a strong li&ht behind your
laminate and if you cannot see, with a lens of magnifying power x 10, one
pin hole per area of 4 sq/in. then I think that is pretty good. You
shoul be able to repeat that on a very large structure.

Mr. Alberricci

Haw do you make the connection from the pressure pump on the vacuum
system with this type of bag?

Dr. Megson

This is- a question of requiring a lengthy answer. Would you please
speak to Mr. Phillips separately on this point?

Mr. P. R. Green, The English Electric Co. (Luton)

With a solid homogeneous radcme where the thiclmess is governed by
electrical consi&erations we often find from the strength point of view
that we have quite a lot in hand. Would you say that there is any
advantage from the erosion point of view of having a good thick rosin rich
surface in which there is no glass at all?

Vx. Phillips

They go in this order - an ordinary commercial laminate is worse
than the laminate which has a pre-gelled coat. You can put a thick layer
of resin on top of a bad laminate and improve the performance slightly.

Mr. Goacher

Could you please say if there is any advantage or disadvantage in the
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construction of void free laminates in using B stage cured resins? There
are epoxy resins which can be B stage cured and I believe in the States
there are polyesters too, where the cloth is already imprepated and partly
gelled.

Mr. Phillips

Preimpregnation hinders but it does not prevent it. There have been
tales of void-free laminates made by the pre-impregnated method but you are
in a dilema. If you have it too dry, i.e. nice and tacky, you have not
got enough resin to do the sweeping out of air without a lot of hard work,
so one is tempted to put a little bit more resin in, which makes the
sweeping out process easier and then perhaps the operative starts complaining
that it is a little tit too stiff. It can just be done.

Dr. Me~son

There may be a lot of details here that people would Like to know
about and I would suggest that those of you vho so desire should make
contact with Mr. Phillips and came to R.A.E. to see him.

13 PROTECTION OF MATERIALS FOR STRUCTUES OTHER THAN{ RADIES

A. A. F YALL, CHEMISTRY DEPARTIENT, R.A.E.

Introduction

Although work on the R.A.E. rain erosion test rig is concerned mainly
with the testing and development of protective coatings for radomes, atten-
tion has been given to the examination of the erosion-resistant properties
of other materials used in aircraft construction, particularly those which
are incorporated in the design of specific projects. In this paper special
applicatian including aerial covers, fairings, transparencies and metals are
discussed.

Aerial covers

In addition to radar, there are also in the field of communication and
guidance, various radio appliances, many of whiich require aerial housings.
These ill be subjected to rain erosion if any part is forward-facing, but
forttuinately the problem of protecting them is not so acute as in the case of
the radane. This does not mean that the erosion of these parts is any less
severe oz the covers may be located in the leading edge of the wings or of
the fin-, in the wing-tips or attached to the fuselage as a streamlined radio
mast. The protective methods, however, can be made more effective because
the longer wavelengths used require the electrical properties of the housing
to be less stringent than in the case of a radome. Consequently a thicker
coating of protective material can be tolerated, Two materials in current
use for aerial covers have been tested in addition to the glass-fibre
laminate.

(a) Birch plvwood

Birch plywood, used at present as an aerial cover in the leading edge
of a tail fin, has been evaluated. The usual method of keeping this type of
aerial panel watertight is to cover it with a layer of Madapo3lam cloth,
which is stretched on with several layers of taughteminig dope. The assembly
is finished with a top coat of pigmented cellulose. Test pieces representing
such an assembly have been tested. At 350 m.p.h. in I inch per hour rain-
fall, the fabric was exposed in I minute. At 500 m.p.h. under similar
conditions, exposure ferS minute resulted in the fabric being damaged. Since
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these conditions are likely to be experienced in service, alternative

assemblies have been evaluated.

Two cold-setting plastic cements, one natural rubber with sane
neoprene, the other containing Neoprene in on ester base, wore applied
straight onto samples of bare wood. In both cases, the coating was
stripped or worn away in a few minutes at 500 m.p.hi in I inch per hour
rainfall. A coat of Neoprene 0.015 inch thick, to D.T.D.856A, apLplied
on top of the Madapollam-cellulose system increased the protection to
45 min'.gus. As the failure in this case was due to lack of adhesion
between the Neoprene and the top coat of pigmented cellulose, samples,
were prepared in which this top coat was emitted. Much better adhesion
was. obtained and the system lasted for J hour 45 minutes, the eventual
failure being due to loss of adhesion between the Madapollam and the Wood.
A final test in which approximately 0.027 inch of Neoprene was applied
directly on to the bare plywood, showed excellent adhesion and gave
protection up to a maximum time of 4 hours 30 minutes. In considrering
these times, it must be emphasised that the plywood under the Neoprene
usually fails in compression before the Neoprene layer is seriously eroded
and thus the quality of the plywood surface, along with the interlaminar
adhesion, vould seem to be a governing factor in the life of this system.

(b) Durestos

Durestosf which is an asbestos-filled. phenolic resin, either low or
high pressure moulded, can also be used as an aerial cover. Like most
resin bonded materials, uprotected Durestos has very poor resistance to
rain erosion. Early tests showed that Neoprene adheres very well to
Durestos, provided the surface of the Durestos is suitably abraded and
cleaned. Failure due to lack of adhesion should not nonaally be encoun-
tered. Due to the fibrous nature of Durestos, however, a good mould
finish of the article is most necessary, as surface irregularities provide
starting points for erosion. Such surface irregularities may initially
provide a good key for adhesion of the Neoprene, but the eventual failure
of the Neoprene will be primarily due to the failure of the Durestos under,-
neath. On a well prepared sample, an erosion time of 2 hours 40 minutes
has been obtained although figures as low as 10 minutes have been recorded.
Tests made so far have been made with samples coated with up to 0.010 inch
Neoprene but much thicker coatings could possibly be used to advantage.

Fxpandced materials

The need for frangible aerodynamic fairings for certain projects has
led to the evaluation of expanded rubber specimens. Tests at 250 map.h.
in I inch per hour rainfall showed that the cellular structure of the foam,
although capable of withstanding large distributed loads, was quickly
crushed under the high local impact of raindrops. Testing at 500 m.p.h.
and 0. 5 inch per hour rainfall was disastrous as shov in Fig. 26. A
coating of Neoprene 0.027 inch thick was tested for 23 minutes in I Inch
per hour at 500 m.p.h. Although the Neoprene was only slightly danaged,
the expanded rubber underneath was crushed to a fine powder and damaged
to a depth of 0.1 inch. Samples protected by a 0.030 inch thick sheet of
rubber, reinforced with nylon net fabric, gave similar protection for
7 minutes. This comparison should not be taken as conclusive as the
quality of the mould finish of the expanded rubber affects the rate of
erosion. It would seem 'hat a coating of Neoprene 0.025 inch to 0.030 inch
thick would afford some protection for 30 minutes at 500 m.p.h, in 1 inch
per hour rainfall.
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Transparencies

Per ap

In view of the extensive use of perspex in forwvard-facing components
such as canopies and observation panels, samples of Perspex were subjected
to test in rain conditions. At 500 m.p.h. in I inch per hour rainfall, the
visibility throumi perspex is seriously reduced in 5 minutes. In 10 minutes
the Perspex has started to pit badly as shown in Fig.27. If Perspex
components are used for vision panels the angle of incidence to the line of
flight must be arranged so as to avoid this damage. As Perspex is a homo-
geneous substance and erodes readily, it was thought that it would be more
suitable for measuring rates of weight loss than glass cloth laminates with
their variations due to weave of cloth, resin concentrations etc. A para-
meter for measuring rates of erosion, viz. weight-loss, would be most useful.
Several tests were made and excellent agreement was obtained between the
losses sustained by any two samples run simultaneously, but the correlation
between 'plicates was very poor. This was due to the extent to Aich each
pair was affected by moisture uptake. As Perspex may take a month to reach
full saturation, the obviation of such an error took so long as to make the
scheme impractical.

Glass

Preliminary tests with glass have met vrith failure because of the loss
of the specimens presumably due to the extreme notch sensitivity of glass
and the high stresses involved in testing.

Metals

In the early experiments on the erosion resistance of glass cloth
laminates it was noted that the aluminitm end-caps holding the samples in
position became pitted very badly. Further observation shoved that the
anodic coating on the caps inhibited the initiation of erosion for some
time. Testo on solid aluminium specimens (D.T.D.425B) showed deep pitting
and heavy erosion after 10 hours at 500 m.p.h. in I inch per hour rain as
shown in Fig. 28. The onset of erosion may be delayed 2-3 hours by the
application of a coating of 0.020 inch thick Neoprene. Three other
proprietary hard finishes have been tried on aluminium but all have either
worn through or chipped off in a short time (e.g. in 10-40 minutes).
Anodic coatings seem to delay the onset of erosion by several hours. Fig.29
shows from left to right an ordinary alumini= sample, a similar sample
coated Nith 0.020 inch thick Neoprene and one with an anodic coating. It
is doubtful whether the Neoprene affords any real protection since the
coating will eventually fail in small areas providing nuclei for further
impingement which may result in deep local pitting and the resultant damage
may be worse in those areas than without protection.

General conclusions

Owing to the lack of basic knowledge of erosion mechanism, experience
confirms that it is advisable to test all materials to assess their erosion
resistance, rather than to assume the resistance to be similar to tested
materials of corresponding physical properties.

13.1 Discussion

Mr. T. R. Barnett, London University (Royal Holloway College)

Mr. Fyall, what do these specimens of glass look like? Could you
describe them? Were they similar to the Perspex ones?
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Before treatment or after treatment?

Mr. Barnett

After treatment.

Mr. F3all

As I have already said we only collected a few fragments, the rest
are scattered somewhere over the R.A.E. We were trying to get the results
on glass for this Symposium and consequently did not consider the design
too carefully. You must realise that at the speeds at which the tests
were made, a force of the order of 3,500 g was acting on the specimens and
they simply disintegrated under these stresses.

Mr. Russell

May I add to this that the Americans at Cornell att empted to test
glass in the conventional aerofoil section shape and they have recovered
some of their specimens. They have got quite deep pits on the leading
edge and not the roughening that we have observed in Perspex.

Mr. Barnett

Had plastic deformation occurred?

Mr. Russell

I would not care to say what the mechanism was,

14' COMMMNCE SUMIJALY BY CHAIWAN, DR, N. J. X, IPCS0N
C ,, M IMARTI&-- , R..

Miss Shilling, Gentlemen, we have come to the end of our time here
and perhaps before we go it might be an idea if I tried to sum up what ee
have been doing today.

It must be obvious to you that vie should not call together a meeting
of this kind unless the problem that we were going to discuss was one of
great importance. I hope it has been clear today that the problem of
rain erosion is also one of extreme ccmplexity. There are so many factors
involved here: people like tne aerodynamicists have to have a particular
design for their structures, the electrical people need various electrical
characteristics that must be conformed to, and the engineers require certain
strength characteristics. In many cases when you have that 1-ind of
position it is possible to reach some sort of comproniso, but here the
matter is more difficult, because the design, electrical and strength
requirements may be incompatible with each other from the materials point
of view. As a result, the provision of suitable materials becomes a hard
task.

Quite apart from the question of materials, the actual techniques
for examining erosion phenomena involve considerable difficulties. We
have heard Mr. Bigg, Dr. Strain, Mr. Jeikins and Mr. Stubbs describe their
particular pieces of experimental work, and Mr. Russell has Ymll summarized
U.S. investigations. Furthermore, Professor Tolansky has indicated
another technique, using optical methods for examining surfaces, which may
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well prove of great value from the fundamental standpoint. For devising
appropriate experimental methods, a knowledge of meteorological conditions
likely to be encountered is of the greatest importance; Mr. Murgatroyd
has provided an excellent background in his paper.

The method using a spinning arm, which you have seen in operation
today, is likely to be extended to higher speeds, but here again serious
difficulties are likely to be met. The material of construction and the
design of an arm to provide speeds of say Mach 2 raise problems quite apart
from those caused by noise and high power requirements. Nevertheless it
is hoped to tackle these higher speeds in due course.

Mr. Mann has given a clear review of the exacting electrical require-
n\ents necessary in radomes, while Mr. Mackay has emphasized the need for
care in applying the protective coatings so far developed. Much controversy
arose, as was to be expected, over Mr. Phillipst contention that void free
laminates are essential if erosion is to be reduced to a minimum. It is
realised that the views of both Mr. Mackay and Mr. Phillips are likely, if
put into practice, to cause difficulties in production, but I am convinced
that these difficulties have got to be overcome. We cannot tolerate high-
speed aircraft lying idle, for want of radomes which undoubtedly can be
made satisfactorily at the cost of aaditior.al trouble during manufacture.

Finally, Mr. Fyall has shown that erosion problems can arise in cases
other than radomes, and has indicated that work must therefore continue on
a wide variety of materials.

Before ve leave, I am sure you would wish me to express our
appreciation to those who have contributed papers today, and to those who
have taken part in the discussions. We ove a special debt to those
responsible for organizing this meeting, and I would particularly thank
Dr. Strain and Mr, Fyall who have shouldered the major part of the work.
In conclusion, I thank you all for your attendance, and hope that you have
found our proceedings interesting and stimulating.
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APPENDIX I

The following representatives attended the Symposium. It is hoped
that this list is complete and correct. Some representatives were unable
to attend because of, transport difficulties arising out of the railway
strike. The decision to hold the Symposium in spite of the emergency has
been justified by the large number who were able to arrange alternative
means of transport.

Admiralty D.A.E.R. Dr. 0. V. Richards
Naval Aircraft Materials Lab. E, J. Hammersley

R. C. Clark
Air Registration Board L. A. Hancox

Air Ministry R. F. Jones
Sq.6/Ldr. C. Jordan

Aeronautical Inspection Department
(Chessington) R. H. Billingsley
(Harefield) Dr. W. G. Shilling, M.C.

J. C. Thomas

Armstrong Whitworth Ltd. P. L. Britton
D. A. Woodley

Ashdown Ltd. A. W. Schofield
C. C. Smith

B. B. Chemical Co. Ltd. A. Bramley
I. C. Hatton
W. H. Swire

Boulton Paul Aircraft Ltd, A. J. H. Lines

Bristol Aeroplane Co. -. C, Bailey
7. A,, Baker
N. Evans
H. Hill
R. G. T. Munday
J, Rees
M. J. Tayler

Chelton (Electrostatizs) Ltd W. T. Sanderson
H. R. Smith

De Havilland Aircraft Co. (Christchurch) G. B. Evans
R. C. Gilbert

(Hatftield) J. K. Crowe
De Havilland Propellers Ltd. (Hatfield) Dr. G. H. Hough

Elliott Bros. (London) Ltd. D. E. Cronin
J. A. Jones

The English Electric Co. (Luton) S. C. Dunn
P. R. Green

(Warton Aerodrome) G. Hinnells
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Excpanded Rubber Co. A. Cooper

The Fairey Aviation Co. Ltd. (Hayes) J. B. Cameron

Ferranti Ltd. (Manchester) W. Cross

(Edinburgh) G. Weeden

Follend Aircraft Ltd. R. 0. Gates
~.K. Page

General Electric Co. Ltd (s aRoe . M. CL=
G. Gordon
5. c. saundersofl

Gloater Aircraft Co. R. G. Lander
5. S. Lotich

Goodyear Tyre and Rubber Co.,(G*B.) Ltd. J. V% Denson
G. Marlow

Handley Page Ltd. (Cricklewood) R. L. Hayes

HaWker Aircraft Ltd. G. T. Beauchamfp
E. A. Tagg

1...G. L. Knott
E. 5. Robins

London University (Royal Holloway College) T. R. Barnett
V. R. Howes
prof. S. Tolans4y

Marston Excelsior Ltd. R. J. Wareing
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V. Russell 09
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The Plessey Co. Ltd. (Towcester) F. Marson
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A.V. Roe & Co. Ltd. P. Alberricci
W. G. Jones
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APPENIXl I &qOTTD,
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FIG.5S.
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FIG.8 & 9

FIG.8. EROSION OF GOOD QUALITY
GLASS FABRIC / POLYESTER LAMINATE

FIG.9. EROSION OF POOR QUALITY
GLASS FABRIC / POLYESTER LAMINATE
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R: CHEM. 502

FIG.I I & 12

FIG. II. WATER DROP (2.5 mm. dia.
SUSPENDED FROM A SYNTHETIC WEB

FIG.12. A PROJECTILE ABOUT TO STRIKE
A WATER DROP AT 770 ft./sec.
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FIG. 13& 14

oV

FIG.13. SHATTERING OF A WATER DROP DUE TO
ITS PROXIMITY TO THE GUN MUZZLE

WATER DROP TO SAME SCALE WATER DROP TO SAM SCALE

FIG.14a. SPHERICAL DROP FIG.14b. SHATTERED DROP

FIG.14. MARKS MADE ON THICK ALUMINIUM
AFTER IMPACT WITH WATER DROPS
(2.5 mm. dia.) AT 800 ft./sec.
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FIG. 15

FIG.1 5a FiG.1 5b

FIG .15

FIG.15. MARK MADE ON PERSPEX AFTER IMPACT
WITH A WATER DROP '2.5 mm. dia.i AT 800 ft./sec.
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FIG. 16 & 17

X35

FIG.16a. 800 ft./Sec. FIG.16b. 680 ft,/sec.

FIG.16c. 550 ft./sec.

FIG.16. MICROGRAPH OF MARK PRODUCED ON
PERSPEX AFTER IMPACT WITH A WATER
DROP '2.5 mm. dia.) AT VARIOUS SPEEDS

FIG.17. MULTIPLE BEAM FIZEAU FRINGE PATTERN OF THE
MARK PRODUCED ON PERSPEX AFTER IMPACT

< IHA WATER DROP 2.5 mm. dia.) AT 800 ft./sec. -
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FIG. 18,19 & 20

FIG. 18. FRINGES OF EQUAL CHROMATIC ORDER FOR A DIAMETRICAL
SECTION OF PERSPEX AFTER IMPACT WITH A WATER DROP
2.5 ram. dia,) AT VARIOUS SPEEDS
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FIG.19. CRAZED REGION IN PERSPEX AFTER IMPACT WITHA WATER DROP 2.5 mam. dia.) AT 680 ft./sec.
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FIG.20. THE PESSE CAVITATION EROSION APPARATUR
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FIG..21.
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FIG. 22.
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OSTEEL BRASS COPPER -MILD -ALALLOY ALUMINIUM PERSPEX
011D. I7ro STEEL D.1, 364

FIG.22. RELATIVE VOLUME LOSS FOR VARIOUS
MATERIALS (PLESSEY APPARATUS)
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FIG.23

FIG.23. ELECTRON MICROGRAPH OF CAVITATION ERODED GLASS
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FIG.24.25 & 26

FIG.24. PREMATURE FAILURE DUE TO LACK OF ADHESION
OF POOR QUALITY NEOPRENE-COATED LAMINATE
15 min: 500 m.p.h: I in./h RAIN)

FIG.25. UNIFORM EROSION OF GOOD QUALITY
NEOPRENE-COATED LAMINATE
200 min: 500 m.p.h: I in./h RAIN)

FIG.26. EROSION OF EXPANDED RUBBER
I min: 500 mp.h: 0.5 in.Jh RAIN
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FIG.27.28 & 29

FIG.27. EROSION OF PERSPEX
10min: 500 m.p.h:
I in./Ii RAIN~

FIG.28. EROSION OF ALUIMINIUM ALLOY D.T.D.4233,

c:/

FIG.29. EROSION OF ALUMINIUM ALLOY
500 mph: I inih RAIN)

a, UNPROTECTED POLISHED ALLOY AFTER 10 h
b. NEOPRENE COATED ALLOY AFTER 215 mn
c. UNPROTECTED ANODISED ALLOY AFTER 10 h
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